
Chapter 5 

Gun Experimental 

Characterization 

--In the previous chapt,ers, I ha.ve made det.ailed predictions of how the gun is expected 

to perform. In this chapter, I report on t,he experimental tests I have made of those 

predict,ions. Charact.erization of the gun can be broken down into several cabegories. 

There are st,eady-stat,e properties and there is the evolution of the system into the 

st,eady-st,ate. 

Syst.em evolution deals with the response of the beam-cavity system to t,he RF 

pulse, and includes such t,opics as the evolution of beam current, reflected power, and 

beam moment,um. This t.opic is beyond t.he scope of the present, work, and will be 

addressed in fut,ure publicat,ions. Theoretical and numerical treat,ment, of st,eady-stat,e 

properties appeared in Chapt,er 2. 

For bhe steady-state, there is a nat.ural subdivision into transverse and longit.udinal 

beam properties. Of course, by transverse beam properties I mean primarily the 

emit,tance, but, also the transverse phase-space distribzltion, of which t.he emittance is 

only one parameter. The emittance measurement,s I have done relied on the variation 

of a. quadrupole upstream of a phosphorescent, screen. From the variation of beam- 

size wit.h quadrupole strength one can, as I will show, deduce t.he emittance (under 

cert,ain assumptions). While this cannot., even ideally, provide complet,e knowlege of 

an arbitrary transverse phase-space dist,ribution, it does provide all of the second- 

order moment,s. Also, if the measured beam size as a function of quadrupole st.rengt.h 
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is compared to a simulation of the same experiment,, using an init.ial beam dist.ribut,ion 

calculated by MASK, and if the two are found to be similar, then one may reasonably 

conclude that, not, only are the measured and calculat,ed emitt,ances in agreement,, 

but, also that. the measured and calculat,ed phase-space dist,ributions may well be in 

agreement. 

Longit,udinal beam properties include the moment,um spread and the dependence 

of momentum on caviby field levels, in addiCon to the bunch length. Moment,um 

spectra proved one of t,he best, diagnostics available on the SSRL system, wit-h mea- 

surements being possible over the full range of gun operating condit,ions. In spit,e of 

this, there is ambiguit,y in the measurements in that, direct, knowledge of t.he ca,vit,y 

fields and cat,hode current densit,y was not’ available. 

Bunch lengt,h measurements were performed using the third preinjector linac sec- 

tion, phased at, the null so as t.o impart a time-dependent, moment.um spread to the 

-beam. By analysing the momentum spread wit.h a bending magnet, as a function of 

t,he fields in t,he linac sect,ion, the bunch lengt’h can be determined. 

The t.erm “st’eady-st,at,e” refers to a hypothetical condit,ion reached by t,he gun 

after a sufficient. t,ime has elapsed since the beginning of t.he driving RF pulse. -4s I 

discussed in chapter 3, t.his condition is expected to be reached only during the lat.er 

part of the (rather short,) 2,~s RF pulse delivered to the gun at. SSRL, particularly 

when beam-loading is small (as happens for low-current, running). This injects some 

ambiguit,y into any experiment, that, purports to be a measurement, of a steady-state 

property. Additional complicat,ions arise from the fact, that the RF pulse delivered t.o 

the gun had a “flat,-top” with an upward slope amount,ing t,o (t,ypically) 10% of t,he 

average power level of the flat,-t,op. 

Being a combinat,ion of a research project and a const,ruction project. serving a 

“higher goal”, the RF gun project, did not, include the most. sophist.icat,ed diagnost.ics 

possible. Certainly, in order t.o charact,erize the gun sufficiently bo verify many of the 

det.ailed predictions I have made in previous chapters, more comp1et.e experiments 

are needed than I have been able to do. However, the experiments that have been 

done demonstrat,e that. the gun performs largely as expect,ed. As my discussion of t,he 

experiment,s proceeds, I will indicat,e what, t,he short,-comings of t,he measurement,s 

are thought. t,o be, and how these might, be overcome in fut,ure work. 
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While the experiments I will report, on represent, my own efforts, t.hey could never 

have been done without, the efforts and support of many people, whom I am pleased 

to recognize in the acknowledgements. 
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5.1 Experimental Configuration 

In this section, I will give an overview of t,he primary experimental configurat,ion that, 

I used at, SSRL[54]. While some experiments were done at, Varian or wit,h different’ 

configurations at, SSRL, the data I shall cover were taken with the configuration I 

shall describe here. 

5.1.1 Gun-to-Linac Components 

Figure 5.1 shows a schemat,ic layout of the “Gun-to-Linac” region (or “GTL”) of the 

SSRL Preinject,or. This syst,em is similar t,o that. used for the HEPL RF gun[32], in 

t.hat both syst,ems employ an RF gun wit,h an alpha-magnet, for bunch compression 

(see Chapt.ers 3 and 4)? along with quadrupoles to control t,he transverse beam size. 

In addit’ion t,o providing bunch compression, necessary in order to obtain low mo- 

-ment,um spread at’ t,he end of the linac, t,he alpha-ma,gnet also allows moment8um fil- 

t,ration. As discussed in Chapter 3, the beam inside the alpha-magnet is dispersed ac- 

cording to momentum. A scraper (referred t,o as “the scraper” or “the alpha-scraper”) 

inside the alpha-magnet, can be moved into the beam from the low-moment,um side, 

t.hus allowing t.he operator t.o let t.hrough only those particles with momenta greaber 

t.han a cerbain value (this is discussed fully in a following section). I will discuss how 

the alpha-scraper is used for measurement, of t,he moment8um spect,rum in Section 5.3. 

The scraper is only one of t,he variables under t.he cont.rol of the operat#or. The 

alpha-magnet, gradient, and t,he gradients in the quadrupoles are all independent,ly 

cont.rollable, allowing great, flexibilit.y in the optics. The RF power delivered bo the 

gun, the phase and frequency of that power, and the cathode filament, power are the 

gun-specific “knobs” at’ t.he operator’s disposal. 

St,eering magneds are also included in the transport, line. These are useful for 

magnetic opt,ics t,ests and to compensate for alignment, errors, magnetic field errors, 

and st.ray magnetic fields. Each st.eering magnet provides both horizontal and vertical 

st,eering, using a pict,ure-frame design wit,h four coils. Steering magnet,s are placed just’ 

een the last, quadrupole aft.er the gun, before and after the alpha-magnet, and betw 

and t,he chopper. 

Figure 5.1 also shows t,he t,raveling-wave beam-chopper[ii ‘1, which is used to select. 

-- 
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Figure 5.1: Gun-to-Linac Region of the SSRL Preinjector 
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t,hree ho five bunches for injection into t,he linac out, of the t.rain of several t.housand 

bunches that’ is emit.ted by the gun during each RF pulse. I will not. discuss the 

chopper further here. 

5.1.2 Gun-to-Linac Instrumentation 

Several t.ypes of dia,gnost,ic instrumentation are available in the GTL[78, 791. For- 

ward and reflected RF power signals are available from a directional coupler in bhe 

rectangular waveguide leading t,o the gun. The coupler is not. as close to the gun 

as one might like: originally, the coupler was quit.e near the gun, but’ t,he ceramic 

window covering t.he coupling hole broke, forcing us t,o find a new position for t’he 

coupler. The coupler used for these experiment,s is about, 1 m from the gun body, 

witch a wave-guide “H-bend” and a high power RF window bet,ween t,he gun and t,he 

coupler. These signals are converted int.o voltages by calibrat,ed diodes, so that one __ 
obtains a signal that, is relat,ed to the power envelope of t,he RF signal in question. 

Because of the H-bend bet*ween t.he coupler and the waveguide, reflect,ed power sig- 

nals will include the effect, of any mismatch between the H-bend and t.he rect,angular 

wa,veguide leading up t,o it, instead of simply being a product of t,he match bet,ween 

the gun cavit.y and t’he waveguide. Cold-t,est. measurements (performed by others) 

indicate, however, that the match of the H-bend t#o the waveguide is very good. 

Beam-current, measurements can be obt,ained from either of t.wo toroids, one before 

the alpha magnet (“GTl”) and one following it. (“GT2”), as well as from a “Faraday- 

spoon” mount,ed inside t,he alpha ma,gnet. In addition to being t.he current monit.ors 

that. are used in day-to-day operation of the GTL, the toroids find application in 

the measurement, of momentum spectra. As I will discuss in more detail below, by 

measuring beam transmission from GTl to GT2 as a function of scraper position, 

one can obt.ain the momentum spectrum and the beam power. 

The t,oroids are essentially transformers, with the beam current acting as one 

winding of the transformer. The name “toroid” derives from the use of a ferrite torus 

as the core of t,he transformer. The torus is mounted symmetrically around the path 

of the beam, so that, t.he beam goes down the axis of t,he torus. At. the posit.ion of t,he 

torus, t.here is a ceramic break installed, since otherwise the image currems induced 
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in the met,allic vacuum pipe would cancel the beam current. The other winding of 

the transformer consists of wire coiled around the ferrit,e. A shield is also installed 

around the torus, providing a path for image current,s that goes around the outside 

of the ferrite. Because this image current’ is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign 

to the beam current, the effect, is equivalent, t.o having the beam current make a loop 

around the ferrite. Hence, the “turns ratio” of the transformer is 1 :: n, where n is 

the number of turns of wire wrapped on the ferrite. 

The Faraday-spoon is essentially a copper target. t.hat. is held inside the alpha- 

magnet in such a posidion that. is is struck by t,he beam whenever the alpha-magnet. 

is t,urned off. The t,arget, is supported by copper t.ubes (which double as conduits for 

cooling water), which are themselves event.ually support,ed by an electrically isolated 

vacuum feed-through. Hence, the electrons that are absorbed by bhe Faraday-spoon 

do nob return immediat,ely to ground, but’ can rather be made to ret,urn t,o ground 

-through an ext.ernal resistor. The voltage across this resistor is proport.ional to the 

current, absorbed by the Faraday-spoon, from Ohm’s law. The surface of the Faraday 

spoon where t.he electrons impact, t,he copper was not shaped into a cup, since for 

elect,rons of 2-3 MeV, back-scattering should be negligible. 

Mount,ed on the front, surface of the Faraday-spoon is a phosphorescent, screen, 

which emits visible light. when struck by electrons. This screen, referred to as the 

“alpha-magnet screen”, is viewed by closed-circuit, TV through an optical window in 

the alpha-magnet vacuum chamber. This screen is heatsunk t.o the Faraday-spoon, 

wit,h the frond surface of the Faraday-spoon being very slightly convex in order to 

ensure good thermal contact. bet,ween t,he screen and the copper. 

Another phosphor screen is installed down-stream of the alpha-magnet, in front, 

of t,he chopper. This screen, referred to as the “chopper screen”, is retract,able and, 

unlike the alpha-magnet, screen, is not wat,er-cooled. Hence, while the alpha-magnet’ 

screen can t.ake full beam current. (more than 900 mA) wit,hout apparent harm, the 

chopper screen is easily damaged by too much beam current, and in addition will 

cause an unacceptable increase in GTL and gun vacuum pressures if inserted with 

more than about 50 mA current exiting t,he alpha-magnet,. Because it. follows the 

alpha.-magnet, t.he chopper screen provides the only way to measure the emit,tance of 

t.he beam without t.he inaccuracy that would occur if the full moment,um spread were 
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used. These considerat,ions (among others, such as phosphor saturation) combine to 

mUate against. measurements of beam-emittance at’ high currents. 

Rather than rely on bench-top calibrat>ions of the t,oroids, I chose to calibrat,e the 

toroid signals (i.e., in amperes of beam current. per volt, of output, signal) relat.ive to 

t.he Faraday spoon. In particular, this was done by first, opt.imizing beam transmis- 

sion t,o the Faraday spoon. By viewing the beam spot, on the alpha-magnet, screen, it. 

could be verified that, no beam-scraping was occurring, which implies t,hat. the current, 

measured by the Faraday cup is the same as t,hat, passing t,hrough GTl. Simult.ane- 

ous measurement,s of the peak Faraday cup signal versus t.he peak GTl signal were 

then taken as the current from t,he gun was varied, t,hus providing a calibration of 

GTl. (Not,e t,hat, since t,he beam current increases during the RF pulse, the peak 

for each signal occurs near the end of the pulse.) For a fixed-length and fixed-shape 

beam pulse, bhis procedure includes t,he effect of the L/R time-const,ant, of the toroid 

-response (estimat,ed to be 10 ps[SO]), since the t,oroid is a linear device. For a short,er 

beam pulse than that. used for the calibration, use of the same calibration would re- 

sult in an over-estimat,e of the beam current. I will ret,urn briefly to this issue in the 

Section 5.3, where the measurement, of spect,ral distribut,ions is discussed. 

5.1.3 Beamline Control and Data Acquisition 

External to t.he c0ncret.e vault, t,hat. houses t(he GTL is a computer-aided measurement. 

and contsrol system, based part’ly on an IBM PC compatible and partly on a DEC 

MicroVax II. The PC, in concert, with a LeCroy 9450 digital oscilloscope (accessed via 

GPIB) and a Met.raByt,e DAS-20 Data Acquisition Board, collects and stores data and 

controls the alpha-scraper through a stepper-mot,or driver. On-line, real-time analysis 

of data is available through software that, I wrot.e specifically for the experiment.s, and 

t,hrough a subset’ of the mpl Scientific Toolkit. (described in Appendix 1). In particular, 

any waveform acquired from t,he oscilloscope may be plotted or subject.ed to various 

t.ypes of analyses and transformat,ions (such as fitting, Fourier analysis, int,egration, 

differentiation, and noise subtract,ion) on t,he PC. Scope paramet,ers may be stored 

on the PC and later restored t$o the scope under user or program control. Data taken 

for momentmum spectra may be immediat,ely analyzed and plot,ted on the PC. 
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The LeCroy 9450 oscilloscope can be synchronized with the sweep of the close- 

circuit TV cameras that are used to view the phosphorescent screens. Hence, it’ is 

possible to use Qhe combination of the scope and PC as a “frame grabber”, allowing 

st,orage of screen images for later analysis. As I will describe in more detail below, 

these frames were transferred to SSRL’s VAX 8700 for image analysis to det,ermine 

beam sizes. 

. 

The MetraByt.e Dat,a Acquisition Board is used for sampling relatively slow signals 

and for controlling the posit,ion of the alpha-scraper. The board has eight, differential 

A/D converter inputs, wit,h a maximum sampling rat.e of 100 kHz (dist,ribut,ed over 

however many channels are sampled), as well as digital I/O and 2 D/A convert,ors. 

I have developed soft.ware t.o provide versatile measurement, capabilities using t,his 

board. For example, an eight,-channel “chart, recorder” (chart) is available, as is a 

lOO-kHz digital oscilloscope program (scope), and several programs (dchart , ramp) 

-for automated and semi-aut,omated magnet,ic measurements (or analogous measure- 

ments) using a stepper-motor or computer-controlled power supply. I used t,he lat,er 

programs for all the magnetic measurements on the GTL. The chart,-recorder program 

is used bo monit.or the gun filament current and volt,age, as well as vacuum pump cur- 

rents; t.his is particularly useful during cathode processing. For RF processing, a 

program (bursts) is available that, counts vacuum bursts, to help bhe experimenter 

assess progress; as burst,s are seen to decrease (or increase) in frequency, t,he experi- 

menter can increase (or decrease) t#he RF power. 

While the PC was used for all dat,a acquisition and some control functions, primary 

cont,rol of GTL components was through the Injector Control System (ICS). Only 

t.he alpha-scraper was controlled from the PC. No link was available bet,ween the PC 

and t,he ICS, and hence some experiments were only semi-aut.omated. For example, 

emittance all measurements required grabbing screen images as a quadrupole was 

varied. The experimenter was required to act. as the “link” between the PC and t.he 

ICS, t,elling the PC when t,o grab a frame, and the ICS when to change the quadrupole 

strength. Also, dat,a transfer from the PC to SSRL’s main comput,er, a VAX 8700, 

was accomplished by copying the data from the PC to disket,tes, from which they 

could be transferred from another PC to the VAX 8700 over a terminal line. This 

is not a trivial mat,ter, since the TV frame files are quit.e large, so that the transfer 
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might take several hours for t,he data from a single shift of experiment,s. Since t,he 

floating-point, representat,ions on the PC and the VAX 8700 are different, the frame 

files were converted from the binary format. used by t,he LeCroy 9450 to a packed 

ASCII format, before being transferred. 

5.1.4 The Preinjector Linear Accelerator 

The SSRL Preinjector utilizes t,hree SLAC-built, 30 MW, XK5 S-Band klystrons, each 

driven by a separat,e modulator, with all the modulat,ors sharing a single high-voltage 

power supply. Each klyst.ron supplies RF power to one of the linear accelerator sec- 

tions, with the second klystron (i.e., t,he klyst.ron for the second accelerat$or sect.ion) 

also supplying RF t,o the gun via a 7-dB coupler. (Since the experiments, the coupler 

has been replaced wit.h a 5-dB coupler, to supply more power to the gun.) Down- 

stream of the 7-dB coupler is a high-power at,tenuat,or, followed by a high-power 

phase-shift.er and then t,he gun. The RF drive for the second klystron is derived 

from an oscillat.or which drives a 1 kW RF amplifier. The RF drive for the other 

t,wo klyst.rons is derived from couplers inserted in t#he waveguide from t.he second 

klystron. This configuration has bhe advanbage t,hat, only one RF amplifier is needed. 

Also, since t,he power for t,he gun is t*aken from the power going to the second linac 

sect,ion, t,he first. section has t,he full power of the first klyst,ron, giving rapid init,ial 

accelerat,ion in t.he first. section. 

The disadvant,age of t,his configuration is t,hat. all RF phases are referenced to 

the second section, when a more congenial configuration would have all RF phases 

referenced t.o the gun. In order to phase up t.he linac, on must. first, phase the first, 

section relat,ive t,o t.he gun, in order t.o get beam int,o the second section; this is done 

by adjusting the low-power phase-shift.er for the RF drive to the first klysdron in 

order to maximize the signal on a toroid bet.ween sections 1 and 2. One t.hen phases 

t.he gun to the second sect,ion using the high-power phase-shift,er, while adjusting t.he 

phase of t,he first section t,o keep it, in phase wit,h the gun. Finally, one phases the 

third section to acce1erat.e the beam exitming t.he second secbion. Any change in bhe 

phase of the bunches coming from the gun, such as will occur whenever the beam 

moment,um changes due t,o beam-loading or whenever the alpha-magnet. gradient, is 
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changed, requires rephasing all three sections. This creates difficulties for certain 

experiments, as I will discuss later in t,his chapt,er. 
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5.2 Gun-to-Linac Optics 

In this section, I discuss bhe GTL opt#ics. While this t,opic is not. really an experimental 

one, it’ is relevant. t.o the experiment,s, and so I have chosen t.o treat. it. in this chapt.er. 

I will present, some experimental data, namely magnetic and optics measurement,s on 

the GTL quadrupole. 

5.2.1 Modeling of the Quadrupoles 

The optical properties of the alpha-magnet’ are discussed in Chapt.er 3. The remaining 

optical e1ement.s are the five quadrupoles. While I will not go int,o the det,ails of 

magnet,ic measurements on t,hese quadrupoles, Figure 5.2 shows the gradient as a 

function of z, the longit,udinal posit’ion. Also shown in the Figure is a tSrapezoidal 

approximation to this dist,ribution. This trapezoid was obtained by first set.ting the 

-endpoints of the trapezoid t,o lie at’ t#he same z as the 10% pointas of the act,ual gradient. 

The flats-top of t,he t,rapezoid was required t.o be of t,he same height. as the actual flat- 

top, wit,h the 1engt.h of 6he flat-hop adjusted to make the area under the trapezoid 

t,he same as t,he area under the act.ual distribut,ion. That’ is, 

J g(Z)dz = &op + gohinge, (54 

where 2lfringe + hop is the dist#ance bet,ween the t.wo z locat.ions where g = g,/lO. 

For t,he GTL quadrupoles, lfrinze = 3.28cm and ltop = 4.43cm. There is no compelling 

reason for choosing lfringe as I did (i.e., based on the points at’ which g = g,/lO): it. 

simply seemed a “reasonable” choice. Lat,er in this sect.ion, lfrinze will be adjusted 

based on beam-optics experiments. 

The equation of motion (see [6, 101 for background material) in t,he ent(rance 

fringe-field of the trapezoidal model is 

k, xz 

x” = -lfringeiTT 

where primes represent, derivat,ives with respect to z, 

k,(m-*) = 0.029979 ~~~~$)), 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

-- 
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Figure 5.2: GTL Quadrupole Gradient vs Longit,udinal Position 
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and where 6 = (p - pO)/pQ is t.he fract.ional momentum deviation. Equat,ion 5.2 

is valid for eit.her positive or negative k,, i.e., for either a focusing or defocusing 

quadrupole, respectively. It. can be solved by a series of the form 

x = 2 &Z”. (5.4) 
n=O 

Inserting t,his int.o the differential equation yields 

a3n = ao(- 
i$iiJn mcl 3m(3m + 1) 

a3n+l = ar(- 
&)nmJl 3m(3m - 1) 

(54 

(5.6) 

where n = 1,2,... 00. Evaluation of t,he series and it,s derivat,ive at z=O reveals that’ 

-ho = x(0) and ai = x’(O), which completes the solution. The solution for x’(z) is 

obt.ained by simply t,aking the derivat.ive of x(z). 

The first-order ma,trix-elements (rii, r12, r21, r22) are found by t,aking derivatives of 

x(z) and x’(z) wit#h respect, to x(0) or x’( 0), with 6 = 0. The non-zero second-order 

mat.rix elements (t’ 126, t,2is) are found by taking deriva6ives with respect, to S and t’hen 

with respect’ t,o either x(0) or x’(0). For the exit, fringe fields, one obtains t,he mat,rix 

by finding t,he reverse mat,rix[6] of the mat,rix for the entrance fringe fields. The 

chromat,ic terms clearly swap in the same way as t-he first,-order matrix t,erms from 

which they derive. (I use t,he unconventional lower-case let,ter “r” for the transport, 

matrix for consistency wibh Chapter 3.) 

I have incorporated t.hese results into the tracking/int,egrating code elegant[49], 

which I wrot,e specifically for the SSRL RF gun project. For mat,ching purposes, I 

have used t,he program MAD [ 711, modified to include alpha-magnets. The quadrupole 

fringe-fields in MAD were simulated by breaking up each of the fringe regions int,o 

four const,ant,-gradient, sections. This was found to give good agreement, with trials 

done widh up to 50 constant’-gradient, sections (which were also used t,o confirm the 

exact, solution given above). Lat,er in this section, I will show results of experimental 

t.ests of this quadrupole model. 
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5.2.2 Optical Matching 

Matching of the opt,ics in the GTL proceeded from several assumptions and under 

several const,raints: 

1. The output, phase-space of the gun varies with beam current and fields in t.he 

gun. Hence, for matching, I used an initial betatron ellipse that enclosed all of 

t.he useful beam (as defined in Chapter 2) for the fulI range of operat.ing condi- 

tions. This ellipse has parameters ,8 = O.O74m, cy = 0, and 6 = 27nmm - mrad. 

2. Various beam-pipe and ot,her chamber apert.ures must, be accommodat,ed: 

(a) The beam-pipe radius is 18mm throughout, most. of the GTL, except where 

otherwise not,ed in this list. 

. . 
(b) For 11 cm before and aft,er t,he alpha-magnet, t.he beam-pipe radius is 

llmm. 

(c) Inside the alpha-magnet, the aperture.is highly irregular (due to the shape 

of t,he magnet. poles) but large enough to safely ignore. 

(d) The horizontal apert,ure in the chopper is f 1Omm and the vertical apert’ure 

is * 4mm. 

(e) There is a 30mm-long, 4mm-diameter differenbial pumping aperture im- 

mediately aft,er the gun, and a slightly-constricting aperture near toroid 

GTl, which acts as shield for the ceramic. (The lat,er was added well after 

t.he makhing st.udies, and as it, does not alt,er them, I have ignored it.) 

3. A gently convergent beam in both planes is desirable at, the entrance t#o t.he linac, 

in order to mat,ch to t.he linac transverse acceptance (i.e., to avoid scraping beam 

on the apertures inside bhe linac). In addition, the vertical beam size should 

be less than 2mm at. the final chopper slits (just, before the linac) in order to 

obtain proper chopping[77], and t,he horizontal beam size at, the linac entrance 

should be less t,han 9mm 

4. The alpha-magnet, gradient. is dictateed solely by t.he needs of bunch compression 

(see Chapter 4), and hence the rest of the optical elements must be adjusted to 

-- 
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accommodate t.he alpha-magnet.. The alpha-magnet, matrix can be expressed as 

a funct,ion of the size of the alpha-shaped loop made by the central particle, qi 

(which is inversely proport,ional to the parameter Q used in Chapter 3, and which 

is also called x,,~ in some of the Iiterat,ure[45, 321). Similarly, the compression 

is reladed t,o this parameter, so that, in order to accommodate a wide range of 

alpha-magnet. sebtings, I did t,he mat,ching for a number of values of qi between 

9cm and 15cm. Some results of t,his mat,ching are shown below. 

5. It was desired t.hat. t,he momentsum resolution of the alpha-magnet, moment,um 

filt.er be a few percent. The momentum resolution is roughly[6] 

(5.8) 

. . 
where t,he dispersion at. the midpoint. in the alpha-magnet. is D = &/2, and is 

t,ypicaIIy 4-8 cm, depending on how t,he alpha-magnet is set for pulse compres- 

sion and what, the central momentum is. Hence, p at. the midpoint. is required 

to be less than 0.006 m for 1% resolution. Typically, I achieved bet,ter than 

2% nominal resolution. Baring excessive second-order effects, the actual resolu- 

tion should be bet.ter t.han t.he nominal resolution, since the initial phase-space 

is smaller than what, I used for the mat,ching. Second-order simulations wit’h 

elegant confirm this expectation, as I shall show in the next, section. 

Table 5.1: Quadrupole Strengths for GTL Optics Solutions for Various Val- 

ues of Q1 

^ 
k, for Ql k, for Q2 k, for Q3 k, for Q4 k, for Q5 S,,,,,,, 

(l/m21 (l/m21 (l/m21 (l/m21 (%) 
-142.95 150.50 107.71 -84.24 2.0 

10.00 234.39 -142.05 150.08 105.61 -83.54 1.9 

11.00 229.30 -141.17 148.96 104.01 -83.04 1.9 

12.00 224.88 -140.36 147.76 102.54 -82.55 1.8 

13.00 222.18 -139.60 146.37 101.25 -82.12 1.8 

14.00 210.71 -138.74 145.92 99.43 -81.31 1.7 I 
I 15.00 I 

I I I 
225.68 1 -138.36 1 142.71 1 99.44 1 -81.58 1 1.7 1 
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Using the results of Chapber 3, I have added alpha-magnets to MAD. Figure 5.3 

shows a “t,ypical” optics solution for the GTL, in this case for qi = llcm. The alpha- 

magnet appears as a zero-length element, at, z = 0.6m. The quadrupole st,rengt,hs for 

this solut,ion and several similar ones for different, values of qi are listed in Table 5.1. 

These optics solutions are designed for t.he case when one wants to accelerate t.he 

beam in the linac. When one is interested only in doing experiments in the GTL, 

some of the constraints are changed or eliminat,ed, result.ing in qualitatively different, 

solutions. I will discuss such opttics solutions as needs dictate. 

5.2.3 Higher-Order Effects 

These optics solutions assume that, a first’-order treatment, of the beam-optics problem 

is adequate. This is known not t.o be the case for the GTL, because of the large 

.moment,um spread of the gun beam. One of the design goals, as discussed in Chapter 

2, was to be able to make use of i 10% momentum spread out of the gun, in order t.o 

increase t.he useful beam current. Because the focal length of a quadrupole of a given 

gradient is inversely proportional to t,he momentum, a f 10% variation in momentum 

implies a ilO% variation in quadrupole focal length. Hence, a lat.tice that. is matched 

for the “on-moment.um” particles in the beam may well be seriously mis-mat.ched for 

the off-momentum particles in t,he beam. The best way to invest,igat,e the seriousness 

of t,his problem is to do second-order tracking, which I have done using elegant. 

In particular, Figure 5.4 shows the results of first’- and second- order tracking wit,h 

elegant. The initial particle distribution was obtained from a MASK simulation (wit,11 

Ep2 = 75MV/m and J = 10A/cm2, with t,he part,icle momenta being pre-filtered ho 

ensure that, t.he beam-sizes refer to t,he desired &lo% moment,um spread all along the 

beamline. (Had t.his not* been done, the beam-sizes would have dropped dramatically 

aft.er the alpha-magnet,, due to the filt.ering action of the scraper.) The optics is 

t,he same as t,hat. used to make Figure 5.3; not,e, however, that the beam-sizes will 

not. agree, since t,he initial conditions assumed for Figure 5.3 are general acceptance 

paramet,ers which do not, mat,ch the initial conditions for any particular beam from 

the gun. 
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Figure 5.4: Beam-sizes for GTL Opt.ics Solut,ion for 41 = llcm, from First- and 
Second-Order Tracking with elegant, for MASK-generat,ed Initial Particle Disbribu- 
tion, AP/P = 10%. 
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Because t.he focusing is different. for different momentsa, t.he transverse beam emit’- 

tance must, change as t,he beam goes through the GTL. To see this, consider a, beam 

with initial phase-space described by x’ = ax and some spread of momemum devia- 

tions, 6 = (p - po)/po, where I assume that, (x6) = 0. The RMS emittance for such 

a dist.ribution is zero, as can be verified using the definition of t,he emit,tance: 

E = &)(x’2) - (x’x)2 (5*9) 

If t’his beam goes through a thin-lens quadrupole with focal length f,, for the central 

momentum, then the coordinates after the quadrupole are 

x = x (5.10) 

x’ = x(2$), (5.11) 

where I have expanded the focal length to first, order in 6. The emitstance for this new 

-dist,ribut,ion is 
z = 7iLsE,s 

fo * 
(5.12) 

For a beam wit.h S uniformly distributed on [-&,6,], S,, = 6,/a. Thus, for 

example, if x,, = 1Omm and 6, = 0.1, then for f, = 0.5 m, one sees that. 5 = 12n. 

mm. mrad. This indicat,es that emitt.ance blow-up due to chromatic aberrat,ions 

should be significant, in the GTL, as the simulations confirm. In particular, Figure 

5.5 shows t,he emit.tance for the x and y planes as a function of position in the GTL, 

for t,he same lattice and beam conditions used in the previous Figure. Note that the 

changes in the emittance are much more apparent. than the changes in the beam sizes. 

There are several reasons for this. First, the chromatic aberrations in the quadrupoles 

change the emittance by changing the angular coordinat,es, so that a large change in 

the emitt.ance at t,he exit. of a quadrupole does not. entail a large change in the beam- 

size. Only aft.er the beam has traveled some distance down the beam-line wilI the 

beam-size change significantly. Second, the beam-size scales like the square-root, of 

the emittance, so that, fractional changes in the beam-size are expectsed to be generally 

less than fractional changes in the emittance. 

It is difficult’ t.o characterize the emitt.ance degradation in general, since it, depends 

on t,he initial phase-space, the lat.tice, and the momemum spread under consideration. 
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Figure 5.5: Emit.tance Degradation for GTL Optics SoluCon for 4, = llcm, from 
First.- and Second-Order Tracking wit.h elegant, for MASK-generated Initial Particle 
Distribution, AP/P = 10%. 
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However, the result,s shown in Figure 5.5 are t.ypical of the effects on MASK-generat,ed 

initial particle dist.ributions for the lat.tices listed in Table 5.1, when i 10% momen- 

tum spread is taken from bhe initial distribution. In general, these lattices blow up 

the x-plane emittance to about t*wice what, the y-plane emitstance is blown up to. 

Later in this chapter, I will show comparable data to that in Figure 5.5 for the lat’- 

tice used in the emittance measurements, where in contrast. the relative degradation 

of the t’wo planes is reversed. Because of such difficulties, I will simply give a rough 

charact,erizat,ion of t,he emit,tance at, the end of the GTL by stat,ing that, the geomet’ric 

mean of the x- and y-plane emit,tances, cm = ,,,&&, is 5-6 T - mm . mr. This result’ is 

indepedent, of t,he current densit,y used in the MASK simulat,ion, because chromat,ic 

effect’s after the gun overwhelm space-charged induced emitt,ance gr0wt.h in the gun. 

I have nob investigat,ed the p0ssibilit.y of finding a lattice t.hat has a minimal effect, 

on the emittance while st#ill satisfying the constraints Wed above. The optics is to 

.a large ext,ent, dictat’ed by the need for small horizontal beam-sizes at the vertical 

midplane in the alpha-magnet, (for momentum filtration), and by the long drift-space 

between Q5 and the linac (required for the chopper). Creating a small horizontal 

beam-waist, inside t.he alpha-magnet. requires a large beam-size at Q3, which requires 

st.rong Ql and Q2. Similarly, to create beam-waists at’ the linac entrance requires 

large beam-sizes at Q4 and Q5, which in burn requires st’rong focusing prior to Q4 

and Q5. As equation (5.12) illustrat,es, the emittance-degrading effect, of a quadrupole 

increases with increasing beam size and quadruple st,rength. 

5.2.4 Experimental Tests of the Quadrupole Model 

Finally for this section, I discuss the results of experiments designed to test. the 

modeling of t.he GTL quadrupoles. This is important, since the quadrupoles are 

used for emittance measuremenf,s, as reported in a lat,er section of this chapt,er. The 

present, experiment involved GTL quadrupoles Q4 and Q5, as well as the steering 

magnet (GTL-CORRS, which provides independent horizontal and vertical steering) 

between the alpha-magnet, and Q4. The current in the steering magnet was varied in 

order to vary t.he angular “kick” it imparbed to the beam. This kick in turn causes 

the beam posit,ion at. the chopper screen t.o vary. By measuring the movement, of t.he 
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beam spot, as a fun&ion of the kick, one can probe t,he optics of the elements bet,ween 

t,he steering magnet, and the screen. In particular, by making vertical deflections one 

can det,ermine t.he rs4 matrix element for beam transport, from the steering magnet.,s 

principle plane to the screen[6, lo]. I confine myself to the vertical plane, since the 

horizontal and vertical planes are equivalent, in this case (the quadrupoles have bipolar 

power supplies), and since there were problems with the steering magnet power supply 

for the horizontal plane when I took the data. 

The measurements made use of the LeCroy 9450 oscilloscope’s ability to trigger off 

of and digitize TV signals, so that. the position of the center of t.he beam spot. could be 

det’ermined accurately using the cursors on the scope. This yields positions in t,erms 

of sweep time, which can be converted t,o Ay relative t.o the position for zero kick- 

angle by making use of a calibrat,ion of t,he sweep obtained by noting the positions 

in the sweep of two idemifiable features on bhe screen, the distances between which 

.are known. For the present, work (both for the ra4 measurements and the emittance 

measurements report.ed later), the sweep was calibrat,ed by directing the beam t.o t,he 

edge of the screen, thereby producing a sharp feat’ure that was readily idemified on the 

oscilloscope. Since the calibration changed from experiment’ to experiment (usually 

because t.he camera was “adjust.ed” or bumped), I wilI not record t,he calibrat,ions 

here. 

With quadrupoles Q4 and Q5 t,urned off (and degaussed), the transport matrix 

from GTL-CORRS is simply that’ for a drift space, and hence ra4 = z, - zk, where z is 

the longitudinal coordinate and the subscripts stand for Screen and Kick, respectively. 

Ideally, one would like t,o know zk and z, accurately, and use t.he measurement, with Q4 

and Q5 off bo calibrat,e the kick vs current. This is what, was done for the experiments 

reported on in t.he last, sect,ion of Chapter 3, where I discuss how to calculat,e t.he offset, 

of zk from the geomet.ric center of the st.eering magnet’ (the offset, occurs because of 

the long fringe fields). Unfort,unat.ely, mechanical difficult,ies prevemed GTL-CORR3 

from being placed at’ the expected locat,ion, and it. inst,ead had to be placed much 

closer to Q4 and to t(oroid GT2 (which has a ferrite core) than was expect,ed. Hence 

the magnetic measurements made for t,his steering magnet, prior to installation are 

not’ valid, and I simply assumed that. t.he principle plane is 1.8 i lcm ahead of the 

mechanical cent.er the steering magnet’ (t.he offset. for GTL-CORR2 was found t*o 
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be 1.8~111). With this assumption, I calibrat.ed the st,eering kick vs current, from 

data taken with Q4 and Q5 off by requiring that r34 = z, - zk = 0.274 & O.OlOm and 

assuming t,he kick t,o be linear in the current, (a reasonable assumption for t,hese 

low-field steering magnet.s). 

Several facbors need t,o be taken int.o account’ in assessing the results with the 

quadrupoles on. The beam from the gun has a very large momentmum spread (see 

Chapt.er 2, and t,he next, sect,ion of this chapt.er), and hence I set, the alpha-scraper 

to filt*er out, a fairly small moment,um spread (about, 13%)) consistent’ wit,h get,ting 

a sufficiently int,ense beam spot. The magnet, settings (i.e., the nominal k, values of 

t.he quadrupoles) were referenced to some nominal “lat,tice” momentmum that. was not’ 

t,he same as the actual beam momentum. Correct,ion for this small effect is made 

by multiplying the nominal quadrupole strengths by 0.97 f 0.01 to get, the actual 

k, values. This also int,roduces the uncertaint.y in the beam moment’um int,o the 

.quadrupole strength. 

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the results t.wo set.s of measurements. The first’ set’ 

(Figure 5.6) was made wit,h quadrupole Q5 turned off and degaussed; the st’rengt,h of 

quadrupole Q4 was varied, and daba was taken to allow r34 t,o be deduced by fitting a 

line to (8, Ay). S imilarly, t#he data in Figure 5.7 was t,aken with quadrupole Q4 turned 

off and degaussed, wit,h t,he strengt,h of Q5 being varied. Also shown in t,he Figures 

are the results of mat,rix calculations (done with elegant) made using t.he trapezoidal 

quadrupole model discussed above. Each figure shows t,he simulation result, for t,he 

quadrupole model wit,h t.he nominal paramet’ers given above (i.e., lfringe = 3.28cm and 

1 t.op = 4.43cm), as well as a simulation result obtained with lfringe changed to 3.00 cm. 

This lat.ter result, is an approximat,e best, fit, (in the least-squares sense) to the dat,a, 

t,aking lfringe as the paramet,er to be fit. This best-fit, model has approximately 4% 

less int,egrat,ed strength than t,he model wit,h nominal parameters. It. is a compromise 

bet.ween best. fits for the individual data sets, and hence isn’t. a best fit. for either dat.a 

set by itself. While it is possible to fit. the t#wo data sets separat,ely, I decided to find 

a single fit. that mat,ched both reasonably, to make subsequent, work less complicated. 

The point at. k, = 81 m -2 for Q4 was considered spurious and was ignored in t,he 

fit,ting; it. would appear t,hat the quadrupole was set, incorrect,ly when this dat,a point, 

was taken. It’ may appear t.hat. t.his point. could be the result, of sat,uration. However, 
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sat,uration was taken into account, in t.he calibration of k, versus driving current: and 

is in any case a negligible consideration for t,hese quadrupoles at. the currents used. 

There are a number of possible explanat,ions for the discrepencies bet,ween t’he 

model and the experimental results. The measurements were made on a magnetically 

isolated quadrupole, whereas the quadrupoles are installed with other magnetic ma- 

terials in close pr0ximit.y. Both Q4 and Q5 have a magnet’-st,eel picture-frame steering 

magnet less than 30 mm awa.y. The magnets are supported by rails that, are made 

of magnetic steel. Finally, Q4 and Q5 are close enough that. the fringe field of one 

quadrupole exbends int’o the other quadrupole. Also, the nominal fringe-field model 

was itself guess, and should not, be expect,ed to agree exactly wit.h the experiment,al 

data. The fact. t.hat. I have fib t.he data using lfringe as a parameter does not’, of course, 

mean t,hat’ t#he length of t,he fringe fields is actually responsible for the discrepancy, 

t.hough it. is bhe most, likely choice. Whatever the source of the quadrupole strengt,h 

.error, t,he data are consist.ent with lfringe = 3.00cm, and I shall use this value in the 

all of the analysis in this chapter. 
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5.3 Momentum Spectra 

5.3.1 Principle of Spectrum Measurements 

As I mentioned in the previous section, measurement, of momentSum spectra made 

use of current-measuring toroids GTl and GT2 and the alpha-scraper. If the alpha- 

magnet. gradient is g (in G/cm), then the size of the alpha-shaped t.rajectory execut,ed 

by an on-axis particle with moment,um p = ,& is (see Chapter 3) 

qi(cm) = 75.05 p, 
$ g 

(5.13) 

where q1 is measured from t,he inner surface of t,he alpha-magnet’ front plate. (I 

will ignore the effects of less-than-perfect, momentum resolution introduced by t.he 

non-zero beam emitt,ance for now.) Thus, if t,he outer edge of the alpha-scraper is at’ 

-91 = q1,outer, then moment,a above 

91 
( > 

2 ,outer 
P outer = 

g 75.05 
(5.14) 

will be allowed through t,he alpha-magnet. The inner edge of the alpha-scraper is 

at ql = 91,inner = 9b3e, - 1,) where 1, = 7.3cm is the length of the absorbing copper 

block t.hat does that. actual scraping of the beam. (These relations are only approxi- 

mat,ely true, since t’he scraper swings in an arc rather than moving linearly in ql, as 

I shall discuss presently.) As the scraper is moved toward larger ql, low momentum 

particles can in principle begin to pass t#hrough the alpha-magnet by virtue of having 

41 < 9l,inner* Particles with momenta below 

91,inner 2 
Pinner = g ‘i5 ( . > (5.15) 

will be able to pass through. Hence, the scraper a&s as a not.ch momentum filt,er, 

eliminating momenta between pinner and pouter. The current though 

is ideally proportional to signal measured on GT2) as a funct,ion of 

position”, qS = qi,outer, is thus given by 

Sdss) = /Pinne*(~-l‘) &)dp + LI-,,, td+-b 
0 

GT2 (which 

the “scraper 

(5.16) 
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where pmax is the maximum momemum that, can be transmitted through the alpha- 

magnet and pp(p)dp is proportional to the number of particles in the range [p, p + dp]. 

P n-lax is det,ermined by the posit,ion of t,he outer wall of the vacuum chamber, and is 

t.ypically well beyond the upper momentum in the beam. pp(p) is, of course, “bhe 

spectrum” and is what, is t,o be determined. For convenience, I choose to normalize 

pp(p) in such a way that. 

J 

Pill&X 

Pmin PP(P> = 1, (5.17) 

where the integral is over the range of moment*a that, exit. the alpha-magnet. Hence, 

S,(q,) is t,he t,ransmitted current, with the scraper at q5, normalized to the t,otlal 

transmitted current. (i.e., wit,h the scraper moved out, of the beam). 

5.3.2 Practical Considerations and Simplifications 

.Because of t,he limited momentum-acceptance of the beamline leading to the alpha- 

magnet, and because of the length of t.he alpha-scraper, it is a very good approxima- 

Con t,o ignore t,he first. term in equation (5.16). A Q-pica1 gradient, for a momemum 

spe&um measurement. is 100-200 G/cm, wit,h t,he maximum momemum in the beam 

being 2-3 MeV/c, or 4-6 m,c. The worstcase is when the gradient is small and 

t,he peak momentum is large, since this produces t,he largest values of Qr relative to 

the fixed size of the scraper. Hence, when p0 = 6 and g = 100 G/cm, one sees that 

Pi z 1.9. That. is, when t.he scraper is in such a posit,ion so as to eliminate the highest- 

moment*um part,icles in the beam, then low-moment*um particles of momema up to 

1.9 are also let t.hrough. These part,icles, however, never reach the alpha-magnet, 

being eliminated by the combined effect. of the strong quadrupoles and beam-pipe 

apert’ures between t,he gun and alpha-magnet,. This is confirmed by simulations and 

can be t.ested experimentally by noting whether transmission increases as t,he scraper 

is moved past, t.he point. at. which the maximum beam momentum is being imercepted. 

In any given measurement, one can verify that, there are no low-momentum particles 

getting past, the scraper on t,he low-momentum side by verifying that, the transmitted 

current does not increase until on moves well beyond t,he point where the maximum 

moment,um in the beam is intercept,ed. 

Similarly, by choosing the gradient, properly, one can place pmax well beyond t.he 

-- 
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maximum momentum in bhe beam. Hence, through judicious choice of the experi- 

men&l paramet.ers, one can employ a simplified form of equation 5.16, namely 

S2(ss> = lI,er(e, pp(P)dP (5.18) 

In order 60 obbain pp(p), one simply takes the derivative of S2(q5) with respect, to 

lJouter* 

PP(P> = - 
@2(ss) 8% 

hs aPoutcr* 
(5.19) 

Thus, one can find the momentum spectrum, pp(p), from readings of the current, on 

GT2 as a function of scraper position, i.e., by taking S2(q,) as a function q5. 

There are several addit.ional points t,hat, require discussion here: 

1. The current, into the alpha-magnet., as measured by the signal on the first, t.oroid, 

S1, is supposed to be held constant during such a measurement. Oft,en there are 
. . 

slight, drifts in Sr, due t.o slight drifts in RF power or filament power. Hence, it, 

is best to normalize Sz(q,) to Sr, wit,h both signals being read simultaneously 

aft,er each motion of the scraper. 

2. Because the gun current, varies during the RF pulse, it is necessary to read bot,h 

t,oroid signals at. the same point, in the pulse. Just, what, point, that is depends on 

what, one is interested in. Typically, I was interest,ed in the momentum spectrum 

for the steady-state, and hence I read the t,oroids lat,e in the pulse, but before the 

RF pulse had starteed t,o fall off. (This assumes that. it, is reasonable to neglect, 

the inductive nature of the toroid response-see below.) Figure 5.8 shows two 

t,ypical pulses for the current. toroids, along with the corresponding RF pulses. 

3. There is some pulse-to-pulse jit,ter in the toroid signals, as well as some baseline 

drift if the linac is not synchronized t.o the 60-Hz line. Hence, I averaged the 

toroid signals over (t.ypically) ten pulses, and triggered the oscilloscope in such 

a way that the baseline could be read from the first part of the waveform (i.e., 

I pret,riggered the scope ahead of the modulat,or pulse). 

4. The toroid pulses in Figure 5.8 look quit,e clean, because I have subt,ract,ed stored 

RF1 (radio-frequency int,erference) pulses. Had I not, done this, the pulses would 

-- 
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show oscillations due t.o stray signals present in the experimental environment’ 

(mostly due to the firing of t,he thyratrons in the modulators). While the LeCroy 

9450 permits subtract,ion of signals, it, cannot simultaneously average a signal 

and do subtraction. Hence, the subtraction was performed on the PC, using 

previously sampled toroid “noise” signals taken with the RF drive turned off. 

I have incorporat,ed all of these considerat,ions int(o the program spect3, which I 

have used for all of the spect,rum measurements presemed in this work. The program 

first, reads an input’ file that. specifies how much to move the scraper be6ween readings, 

as well as giving other parameters of the measurement. It requests the user to turn 

off t,he RF power, after which it, reads Si and S2 to get, RF1 samples, which are 

subtracted from the toroid signals as the program takes the data. After turning the 

RF back on and waiting an appropriat,e imerval for the gun emission t,o restabilize 

(t’ypically less than 30 seconds, depending on the current), the user lets the program 

-continue. It. moves t.he scraper and reads S1 and S2 after each movement, averaging 

over as many pulses as the user requested in his input’ file, then subtracting noise. 

The signals read from the scope are equi-spaced samplings of whatever appears on 

the oscilloscope screen. The program averages over several (how many is specified by 

the user) samples at, the very beginning of the waveforms to obtain the baseline, and 

over several samples at, the very end of the waveform to obtain the desired current,. 

Hence, the user must, set, up the scope so that. the portion of t.he pulse he is interested 

in obtaining the spectrum for comes at, the end of the waveform. 

Some complexit,y is introduced int,o the measurements by the fact. that, the width 

of the beam pulse varies with scraper position, since t.he momentum spectrum changes 

as the fields build up in the gun. As mentioned in Section 5.1, bhe toroids have an L/R 

time-constant of 10 ps. The response to a square-wave current pulse is a decaying 

exponential with this time-constant. For a pulse of length 7 < L/R, the response 

falls off to 1 - rR/L by the end of the pulse. The FWHM of the beam pulse on the 

Faraday spoon is at most 1.5 ps. Hence, the calibration of the toroids against the 

Faraday spoon, made for a full-length beam pulse, would be at most 15% in error 

for a very short pulse (i.e., 7 .+ 0, provided r is large compared to 2 ns, which is the 

response t,ime of t,he ferrite[80]). 

This issue was not. appreciat,ed at, the time the experimems were done, and I must’ 
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content’ myself wit,h estimating the likely effect, on bhe measurements that. have been 

t,aken. The measurements could have been taken using a Faraday cup at the alpha- 

magnet exit, to avoid the t,oroid response issue altogether. However, this would have 

imerfered wit’h commissioning efforts, and was not. possible. In the future, it. would 

be advantageous install an insertable Faraday cup after t,he alpha-magnet. 

The t,oroid pulses were read near the end of the flat’ top (see Figure 5.8). Assuming 

a square current, pulse, the signal on GT2 at, the end of t,he pulse is (compare with 

equation (5.18) 

Sz(~s) = (l- $$) ~;dp)dp’ (5.20) 

where T=L/R and where r(ps) is the pulse width when particles of momentum 

great,er than p5 are let. through t,he alpha-magnet. (I have expressed S2 as a function 

of ps rather than q5 in order to simplify the analysis.) Taking the derivative wit’h 

respect to ps, one obtains 
. . 

as2 dPS) 
-=-pp(p5) 1-y - -- 

( 1 

Sz(Ps) 1 WPS) 

dPS l- YT dp, ’ 
(5.21) 

In my analysis, I have equat.ed $$ wit,h -pp(ps). To first, order in 7, the fractional 

error made in doing t,his is 

fbP(PS) T(P5) Sz(Ps) 1 WPs> 

PP(PS> =-T+--- dps> T 8~s ’ 
(5.22) 

where App > 0 corresponds to over-estimat,ion of pp. Since r(pS) and S2(p5)/pp(ps) 

are decreasing fun&ions of ps, t,he error in t,he spectral densit,y decreases as p5 increases 

toward the maximum moment.um in the beam. In fact., both r(p,) and S2(p,)/rhop(p,) 

go t,o zero as ps approaches the maximum beam momenhum, pmax. Since the peak of 

the spect.ral dist,ribution (see subsection 5.3.5) is near pmax, the error in t’he measure- 

ment, of pp will become increasingly small as ps approaches the peak. This indicat.es 

that, the relative error in the spectral densities measured near the momemum peak 

is significamly less than the 15% variation in the calibration, so that, it, is likely t.hat, 

measurements of t.he widths of moment.um peaks are reasonably accurate. 

As for the beam power measurments, note Ohat the width of the current, pulse 

varies from 1.5 ps t.o essentially zero as the scraper is moved into t.he beam. Hence, 
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the error in beam power measurements is less than 15 %, and probably more like half 

of t.hat. 

As I mentioned above, bhe scraper does nob move only in the qi direction, but. 

rather swings in an arc from a pivot, point on a lever arm L, = 46cm long. The 

length of the chord between the two extremal posit,ions of the scraper is 8.3 & 0.14cm. 

Hence, the angular range is lo”, so that, the motion in q1 is linear with t,he angle 

t,o within less than 0.5%. The angular motion is accomplished through a stepper- 

motor mechanically connect.ed to the scraper-arm in such a way t.hat, t.he mot,or pivots 

t,hrough t’he same angle as the scraper. Hence, as t,he mot,or pulls itself toward (or 

pushes itself away from) the pivot’ block into which it,s threaded shaft runs, it. changes 

the scraper-arm angle linearly (t.o within 0.5%) wit.h the distance it’ pulls or pushes 

itself. Hence, the motion of the scraper is linearly relat,ed to the motion of t.he motor, 

which is in t,urn linearly relat’ed to the number of steps taken. 

5.3.3 Scraper Calibration and Sources of Error 

Two limit, switches serve t#o limit. the range of t,he motion, and additionally provide 

calibrat,ion of t’he range of motion, which is such t.hat. the out,er edge of t#he scraper 

goes from qi = 8.55cm t,o 16.9cm (t,hese values are believed good to within i 0.1 cm). 

Since the st.epper motor takes 11180 i 20 steps in going continuously (i.e., wit’houb 

pause) from one limit. to the ot.her, t’he position of the outer edge is seen to be 

ql(Ns) = 91(O) + N,C, (5.23) 

where N, is the number of steps taken from t.he inner limit switch (where the scraper is 

closest, to t,he alpha-magnet. front plate), qi(0) = 8.55 i O.lcm, and C, = (7.42 f 0.13) 

x10T4 cm/step. Since the st,epper is accurate to within 100 steps even for a long 

sequence of short, bursts of st(eps such as are needed for a spectrum measurement, t,he 

uncertainty in qi(N,) is primarily due to uncertaimy in t.he knowledge of qi(0) and 

C,. In general, the uncertaint,y in qi is given by 

Q&m) = 10 l iii’ + (&-)20.132 (5.24) 
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If t,he gradient, is g, Qhen t.he momentmum being Wered at. N, steps is 

Propagat,ing uncertainties through this equation gives 

284 

(5.25) 

2 

UP -= 
P 

(5.26) 

The uncert,aint,y in t,he gradient, (TV? is a result, of uncertaint,y in t.he alpha-magnet 

current, and is at’ most, &l%. This is as large as it is because the power supply 

does not’ have a precision shunt, and I had to rely on the front,-panel met.er, which 

has a resolution of 1 A. Since the excitation curve for the magnet, was taken using 

the same met,er, there is no concern about, the absolut%e accuracy of the meber. The 

-alpha-magnel is seldom used at gradient,s below 100 G/cm, which means the current 

is always great.er than 50 A. Gradients of 150-250 G/cm are more t.ypical. 

The maximum fractional uncert,aint.y in the moment,um will occur either at, N, = 0 

or Ns = Wmax, depending on whet,her the fractional uncertaint,y in qlo or C, is larger, 

respectively. Since it. is the fractional uncertainty in qlo that, is larger, one sees that’ t,he 

maximum value of a,/p is 1.6%. Rat,her t,han propagate errors through t,he analysis 

of every spect,rum, I will simply take this value as t.he uncerdaint,y in any moment,um 

measurement. This uncert,aint,y is not. the same as the moment,um resolution of the 

moment,um filt,er, which is det,ermined solely by the mono-energetic beam size and 

the dispersion, as discussed in the last, section. 

A check of t,he accuracy of the moment,um measurement~s can be made by taking 

spectra at. several alpha-magnet gradients for the same beam condit.ions. One expects 

that. if the calibration of bhe alpha-magnet gradient (vs driving current) and t,he 

scraper are correct,, then these spectra should be very nearly the same. In fact, the 

calibrations were checked and then corrected by doing such an experiment.. The weak 

link in t,he spect.rum measurement,s is the calibration of the alpha-scraper posit,ion. 

As I discussed above, t,he scraper is on the end of a long arm, which is moved by 

means of a stepper mot,or at.tached to a much shorter arm. Hence, small motions 

of the short’ arm produce much larger motions of the scraper, with an amplificat,ion 
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fact.or of about, 4.6. Any accidentma movement of the limit, switches or bending of 

the copper cooling t.ubes that. act, as the scraper arm would affect. qio, leaving C, 
unchanged (to a good approximation). 

Data taken at, several alpha-magnet, gradients show very clearly that there is a 

change in the scraper calibrat,ion compared to that done in before installat.ion of 

t,he alpha-magnet vacuum chamber. Spectra were taken at. fixed beam conditions 

(i.e., at’ fixed beam current and RF power) for a, series of gradient,s between 170 and 

340 G/cm. The peaks of these spectra were found by analysing the data as discussed 

above. Figure 5.9 shows the inferred momentsa of t,he spectral peak for t,he qia = 8.lcm 

(the “nominal” value from the pre-installat,ion calibration) and for qia = 8.55cm (the 

corrected value). The data reduced wit,h t,he corrected value of qlo are clearly much 

more consistent. t.han those reduced wit’h the nominal value. I found that I could not 

bring the inferred momenta of t,he spectral peaks int.o agreement, by varying C,, nor 

could I do so by using a hypothet,ical gradient, miscalibration factsor (i.e., g * f - g, 

with f a constant.). 

The dat$a points for the highest gradient’ are apparently spurious, perhaps because 

the small traject,ories produced by such a st,rong gradient. never go out.side the region 

t.hat’ is strongly influenced by the hole-induced gradient, errors (see Chapter 3). Since 

t.he spatial region over which the hole-induced errors strongly effect. t,he field is con- 

stant as t,he gradient, varies, one would expect, t,hat, such errors would have the most. 

effect’ for t.he strongest. gradients. 

Note that,, in addit.ion to correcting t.he spread in the inferred moment,um peaks, 

changing qlo from its nominal value increases the inferred momentum of the peaks by 

about 8%. This shift is consistent, wit.h other observations, namely, that, if the nominal 

calibrat,ion was used t,o det,ermine the moment,um, then the quadrupoles appeared t.o 

be about, 12% weaker than would have been expected based on simulations; using the 

correct,ed calibrat,ion of the scraper reduces this discrepancy to about. 4%. 

As for the source of t,he calibration error, there is a strong suspicion that’ t&he 

copper cooling tubes that’ support, the scraper were bent, during connection to the 

wat.er supply syst,em; t.his may be the source of the offset. The offset. might’ also be a 

result. of rough handling during transport. and inst*allation; the scraper arm oscillat,es 

quite readily, and hence may have been bent, as a result of a resonant, oscillation 

-- 
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Figure 5.9: Inferred Poshions of Spectral Peak for Nominal and Corrected Scraper 
Calibration 
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excit,ed during transport. 

5.3.4 Measurement of Beam Power 

In addition to the momemum distribution of the beam, the data collected by spect3 

can be used to find the beam power transmitted through the alpha-magnet. This is 

useful in estimating t,he cavit.y electric field level, as I will discuss lat,er in this section. 

Let Itot be the t#otal current. exiting t.he alpha-magnet, so that, the number of 

elect,rons in the int.erval [p,p + dp] passing out, of the alpha-magnet, during time At. 

(where At. is large compared t,o the RF period) is 

L,,At~ 
dN(p, At,) = - e ~p(pkb. (5.2i) 

The kinetic energy of a single electron is given by m,c2(y - l), and so the t,ot,al 

-kinetic energy of the part,icles exiting t,he alpha-magnet during At is 

AU= 
J 

Pm*’ 
0 

m,c’( d= - 1) dN(IpAt)dp. 

Hence, the transmit,ted beam power is 

P beam = 
AU=1 
- At, 

tot? ~pm’r( j/G - l)p,(p)dp. 

.(5.28) 

(5.29) 

5.3.5 Experimental Results 

I performed t,wo series of spectrum measurements designed to test, the vahdit’y of 

simulations of the gun and GTL. For the first series, I took data while varying the 

RF power for constant, cathode filament, power, at low gun current (Ior < lOOmA). 

For each RF power level, I recorded forward and reflected power waveforms and GTl 

and GT2 waveforms. In addition, the program spect3 was run in order to collect data 

necessary for determining the spectral distribution and transmitted beam power. For 

the second series, the RF power was held constant’ while varying the cathode filament 

power, and hence the gun current. 
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Simulation Tests of the Lattice 

All relevant, magnetic elements (i.e., quadrupoles Ql through Q3 and t,he alpha- 

magnet) were kept, at. t,he same set#tings dhroughout, both sets of measurements. While 

better spect.ra would have been obtained for the lower-momentum beams had the 

lattice momentum (i.e., t,he central momentum the lattice is designed to transport,) 

been varied t,o mat.ch the beam momentum, this would have greatly increased the 

time needed for the experiment. It. would have been necessary t.o measure t,he beam 

momentum for each RF power level or cathode filament power level, then turn off 

the RF to allow standardization of the magnets, ramp them to t.he proper central 

momemum, t,urn the RF back on and wait for the gun to equilibriate, and only 

then take the final scans. This would roughly have tripled the time required for 

each measurement,, and since experimental time was short,, I elected instead t.o use a 

lattice with a fairly weak alpha-magnet (170 G/cm) and relatively gentle quadrupole 

-settings, and-therefore relatively large momemum acceptance. 

Simulations wit,h elegant verify that this lattice provides reasonably accurate mo- 

mentum spectra, and, in part,icular, accurate det.ermination of the position of the 

spectral peak, for a wide range of beam momema, for a fixed lattice momentum. el- 

egant includes alpha-magnets with moveable inner and out’er scrapers in t,he vertical 

midplane, which idealizes the experimental sit,uation. For the simulations, I placed the 

out,er scraper at, qi = 20 cm, which is the posit,ion of the outer vacuum chamber wall, 

and directed the program to vary the inner scraper from qi = 8.55 cm to qi = 17.05 

cm, in 1 mm st,eps (t,he experiments used lmm st,eps also). The simulations ended 

at. the position of toroid GT2, and included all beam apertures. The output, from 

elegant was then post-processed by another program (alphaspect) that, is nearly 

identical t.o the program (spect-proc) used to process experimemal data collected 

with spect3 (the only significant difference is the data format the programs accept,). 

In this way, I am able to make valid comparisons of simulation and experiment. 

Figure 5.10 shows the results of t,wo set.s of elegant simulations, performed using 

initial particle distributions generated by rfgun for Ep2 bet,ween 50 MV/m and 90 

MV/m. (Not,e that., as always, the areas under the spectral distributions are normal- 

ized to unity.) The first’ set included transverse dynamics to second order, while for 
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the second set. I direct.ed elegant t*o set, all transverse coordinates to zero (i.e., E - 0) 

before tracking. In both cases, the alpha-magnet was simulat,ed to dhird order, with 

the expansion being done about, the median momentum of the initial particle dist,ri- 

but,ion. It is not, a foregone conclusion that the results for the two cases should be 

the same. First, for 6 # 0, the moment,um resolution of the syst,em must’ be expected 

to degrade as the momentum of the highest,-momentum particles being intercept,ed 

by the scraper becomes significantly less than the central momentum of the beamline 

(for which t.he mat,ching for good momentum resolution was done). Second, the sim- 

ulat.ions with 6 t 0 will not include the effects of apert,ures in the beamline, which 

will cause pardicle losses before and aft,er t.he alpha-magnet. 

One sees from the Figure that. for t,he higher values of EP2, the spectral distribu- 

tions for the two sets of simulations are quibe similar, while for the lower values of 

E,z there are significant’ differences. For the E ---) 0 simulations, the spectra include 

more low-momentum particles, indicating that in the simulations including transverse 

dynamics, low-moment.um particles are being lost bet.ween the gun and alpha-magnet’ 

(or even aft,er the alpha-magnet but. before GT2). This is because the low-moment,um 

particles are over-focused by the quadrupoles (which are optimized for higher momen- 

ta), and hence get, scraped off on beamline apert,ures. Similar results are obtained 

when t,his comparison is done with MASK-generated initial particle distributions. 

The conclusion is that, for a valid comparison of experimentally-measured spectral 

distributions and predict,ions, the predictions must’ t,ake the form of a simulation of 

the act.ual measurement. That. is, one cannot, simply compare the measured spectral 

dist,ribution bo the predictsed spectral distribmion at. the gun exit. However, from 

Figure 5.10 also shows that the pas3ion.s of the spectral peaks are quite close for t.he 

two cases, with a definite difference appearing only for E,z = 50MV/m. Hence, an 

experimentally-determined momentum peak at p 2 3m,c can be assumed to be at’ 

the very close to the position of the spectral distribution of the beam from the gun; 

this conclusion will help to simplify some of the analysis that follows. 

Comparison of Measured and Simulated Spectra 

Figure 5.11 shows represemative spect,ral distribut,ions from t,he first. series of mea- 

surements. The forward RF power was varied between 2.6 MW and 1.3 MW. Though 
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t,he cathode filament, power was kept. fixed, the beam current, varied between 100 mA 

and 50 mA (respectively) as a natural result, of the different, cavity fields that, prevail 

at different RF power levels. One sees that. these are similar t80 the simulated spectra 

shown in Figure 5.10, but. noticeably broader. 

Better agreement, between experiment and simulation is obtained when MASK- 

generated initial particle distributions are used, as seen from Figure 5.12. The MASK 

runs used for these simulations were done with very small current, densities, so that, 

no space-charge effects are present. Note that. the horizontal scale is the same as that. 

used in Figure 5.11. (I did not att.empt’ to match the positions of the peaks bet.ween 

the simulations and the experiments, since t,his would have required additional MASK 

runs with little gained.) 

In order to further investigate the issue of the broadness of the momentum peak- 

s, I used the results of 6he elegant/rfgun simulations just described (for E # 0), 

-along with additional simulations for MASK-generated initial particle distribut,ions. 

I comput.ed the full-width-at,-half-maximum (FWHM) for the spect,ral peak from ev- 

ery simulateion. The results are displayed in Figure 5.13, where the FWHM is plotted 

against, t.he posit.ion of the spectral peak. The results of the same analysis for the 

experimemal dat,a is shown as well. 

It, is clear from this Figure that rf gun seriously underestimat.es the broadness 

of the spectrum. This was discussed in Chapt,er 2, as well, were I pointted out t,he 

differences in the spectral distributions predicted by rfgun and MASK. The fact 

that, t,he MASK results correspond more closely to experiment. lends support to t,he 

conclusion I drew in Chapt,er 2, namely, that the off-axis expansion used by rfgun 

is of too low an order to accurat.ely model the important non-linear fields near the 

cat,hode. Notre that, the differences persist, even for MASK runs done with J = 0 (i.e., 

wit.hout space-charge), implying that the difference is not a result of the fact that’ 

rfgun does not include space-charge effects. 

Figure 5.13 also indicates that, according to the simulations done with MASK- 

generated distributions, it’ should be possible t#o detect currentrelated (i.e., space- 

charge induced) broadening of the spectral peak. Indeed, there seems t#o be some 

difference bet,ween the experimental points for variable RF power (done at < lOOmA) 

and variable filament power (where in excess of 300 mA was used in some cases), 
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in that. the slope of pfwh versus pp& is greater in magnitude for t,he latter set of 

data than for t.he former. The comparison of the two series of experimental points 

is unclear however, in that, (unlike the MASK runs) the current, densit.y (i.e., the 

filament power) was varied in one set. 

A clearer measurement. of the effect of current. densit,y on t,he broadness of the 

spectrum could have been done by taking two data sets versus RF power at, t,wo 

different, filament’ power levels. If one runs at sufficiently low currents, then the only 

difference bet,ween two such data sets would have been the cat,hode current densit’y 

(running at’ lower currents is required in order to prevent back-bombardment from 

heating the cat’hode and thus making the current densit.y vary with RF power). This 

experiment was, however, not carried out. 

Of course, the current. densit.y could be inferred for each of the experiment.al 

measurements based on t,he moment,um, t.he current. seen at, GTl, and simulations of 

.beam-losses in bet,ween t.he gun and GTl. However, this is likely t,o be very uncert,ain, 

for reasons to be seen present.ly. Still, it. is int,eresting to see how t.he current’ densit,y 

can be est,imat,ed. 

Inferring the Current Density 

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show additional dat,a from the two series of measurements. 

While this data is not direct,ly useful for comparison wit,h simulat.ions, it’ is useful 

in that, it gives an indicat,ion of the qualit,y of the measurement.s, in t,erms of t,he 

reproducibilit,y and smoothness of the dependence of the various quantities on the 

varied quantit,y. (I chose Ii as t.he independent variable for the second series because 

it, is more physically meaningful than the cat,hode filament. power.) 

Returning now to t,he issue of inferring the current, density, recall t.hat, in Chapter 

2, I used the effective cathode area, 

(5.30) 

t,o indicat.e the efficiency with which charge is extracted from the gun. Similarly, I 

now define an effective cat.hode area for t.ransmission t,o GTl: 

A 
IGTl 

GTl= -. 
J 

(5.31) 
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Iorl is a function of t.he fields in the gun (which det,ermine the beam moment.um) and 

the GTL optics (including t,he effects of apertures). For a fixed optical configuration, 

one can parametrize Iori as a function of pp&, the position of the spectral peak. 

(Ior1 is also a function of J t.hrough the effects of space-charge on the emit,tance 

and the momentum spectrum, and hence on the transport., but I shall ignore this for 

simpliciby.) Equivalently, one may invert, the relat,ionship and calculate J from 

J = IGTl(Ppeak) 

Acm(l?pcak) * 
(5.32) 

The experiments provide measurements of Iori versus ppeak, as shown in t.he Fig- 

ures 5.14 and 5.15. Aori(pped) may be obtained from elegant simulations, and 

I have done this using MASK-generated initial part,icle distributions calculated for 

J = 10A/cm2 (again, I’ll ignore any dependence of the transport on J, which is ac- 

ceptable since, as will be seen, J varies over a small range). The result, is shown in 

Figure 5.16, along with the analogous result for transport to GT2. (I note in pass- 

ing that these results do not indicate the best, achievable transmission for the GTL, 

since t,he lattice was not. mat.ched to each momentum, as discussed above. It, is not. 

uncommon to obtain 90% transmission bet’ween GTl and GT2 wit,h a properly tuned 

lat,tice.) 

Figure 5.17 shows the inferred current. densit,y for the experimental data shown 

in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. One sees that, the current, densit.ies are apparently quit.e 

modest compared to 140 A/cm*, which is the upper limit, for t,he cathode. As I 

will discuss present,lg, there is reason to believe that these results may underestimat.e 

6he current. densit,y by perhaps a fact,or of t,wo. Some indication t,hat’ there may be a 

problem here is the fact, that the current, densit,y clearly varies for t,he case of constant, 

filament, power, even though the current’ is low enough to make back-bombardment, 

negligible. (I estimate that there is about 0.5 W of average back-bombardment’ power 

for 800 mA to GTl and 2.6 MW RF, while the heater power is in the range of 9-11 

W. Hence, for less than 100 mA, I expect the back-bombardment power to be less 

than 1% of the filament power.) 
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Inferring the Gun Field Level 

In Chapt#er 2, I gave predictions of how the beam momendum is expect.ed to depend 

on t.he fields in the cavit,y, which I paramet.rized in t.erms of the peak on-axis field 

amplitude, Ep2. In order to check these predictions against, experiment,, it is necessary 

t.o measure or deduce t,he Ep2 levels during t,he experiment.s. Since there are no field 

probes in the gun cavit.y, I have had to rely on t.he relationship bet.ween E,z and t.he 

power dissipat,ed in the cavit,y walls 

Ep2 = K&: (5.33) 

where t.he nominal value of Kf (obtained from a combination of cold-t,est, measure- 

ments and simulat,ion results, as discussed in Chapter 2), is 70.5 MIT/m/m. 

To see how to make use of t,his, not,e that. conservat’ion of energy dict.ates t,hat 

. . dU, 
- = Pf - P, - P, - P,, 
dt, 

(5.34) 

where U, is t.he energy st,ored in the cavity fields, P, is the RF power dissipated in 

the cavit,y walls, Pf is t.he incident’ RF power, P, is the reflect.ed RF power? and P, is 

t#he power int,o particles. P, includes power int,o any particles, whether t’hey exit, t.he 

gun or impact. the cathode or the cavity walls. At equilibrium, the caviby fields are 

constant,, and hence so is U,. Therefore 

P, = Pf - P, - P,. (5.35) 

Experimentally, Pf and P, are obt,ained from calibrat,ed RF detect,or diodes, which 

produce a volt,age signal t,hat. can be relat,ed t.o the applied RF power. 

P, must be obtained by a more circuit.ous rout,e, since there is no way t,o measure 

the power that, goes int,o part.icles hitt.ing the cathode, t.he cavit.y walls, or apert,ures 

bet.ween bhe gun and the alpha-magnet. What, can be measured, as discussed above, 

is the beam power transmit,ted through the alpha-magnet. To relate this t.o P,, 

I have used simulations to model the part,icle losses in bhe gun and bet,ween the 

gun and alpha-magnet. For the lat,ter simulations, I used rfgun-generated part,icle 

dist,ribut,ions as inputf to elegant, which tracked the particles through t,he GTL lat,tice 

using the beam-opt.ics used in t,he act,ual experiment. (wit,h the quadrupole model 
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adjust,ed as per t.he previous section). I did such simulations for Ep2 bet.ween 50 and 

90 MV/m. (Essentially the same result,s are obtained using MASK-generated initial 

particle distributions for J=lO A/cm2.) These simulations allowed me to deduce t.he 

ratio of initial beam power (i.e., the power in the particles that, exit. the gun) t,o 

transmitt,ed beam power as a function of Ep2, or, equivalently and more usefully, as 

a function of pp&. Figure 5.18 shows the results of these calculations, which I will 

represent, formally as 

Pib = 
P, 

Fa (Ppeak) ’ 
(5.36) 

where Pib is the init,ial beam power, P, is the beam power transmit,ted through t.he 

alpha-magnet,, and F, is the fraction of the initial beam power that. exits the alpha 

magnet,. 

Next,, I used rfgun to simulat,e back-bombardment. as a function of EP2, allowing 

me t.o deduce t,he rat,io of back-bombardment, power t,o initial beam power as a function 

-of the spect.ral peak: 

P back = PibFback( ppeak). (5.37) 

These results are shown in Figure 5.18. Simulations with MASK and rfgun indicate 

that it is a good approximat,ion to equat.e the beam power lost. in t,he gun with bhe 

beam power lost, by particles hitt,ing the boundary at, z = 0 (i.e., the plane of t,he 

cat#hode), and I will employ this approximation, so t.hat 

Pp = Pib + Pback, (5.38) 

or 

P, = 
F c1 (La 

PC8 
k) (l + Fback(Ppeak)). (5.39) 

The quantities Pf, P,, P,, and pp& can all be measured, and thus it, is now 

possible t,o calculate the cavity wall power for the experiments, using 

P, = Pf - P, - 
PC2 

F 
meas(Ppeak) ’ 

where 

&neas(Ppeak) = 1 +;;‘;;;; 
ac ea 

k) 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 
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is t’he fraction of t,he power going int,o particles that. is act,ually measured (i.e., at, the 

exit’ of the alpha-magnet,). Equation (5.40) can then be used in equation (5.33) to 

find the peak, on-axis electric field for each RF power level used in the experiment. 

Figure 5.19 shows the results of this analysis for the two sets of data. From the 

data at constant, filament. power, one might conclude that. there was a calibration 

error in the RF power measurements or that Kf was in error. However, the data for 

variable filament, power, where beam-loading is significant (and is indeed the cause of 

bhe variation of pp&), show that, the error is most. likely to be in the calculat.ion of 

F n-leas * Figure 5.20 shows the results of repeatming the analysis with F,,,, t F,,,,/1.47 

and Kf = 66MV/ m, a combination t.hat was found t,o bring both sets of data int.o 

reasonable agreement, with simulation results. I found that, I could not obt.ain a 

similar level of agreement for both data sets by modifying only Kf or by modifying 

only F,,,, by a multiplicative constant. Hence, it. would appear that. the beam losses 

.are considerably great.er than predicted, and that. t.he Q of the cavity (which is related 

to Kf) is lower than predicted. 

Possible Explanations of Discrepencies 

Several explanat,ions of the higher-than-expect.ed beam power losses are possible: 

1. If the emit.tance is larger t,han predict,ed, then more particles would be lost, on 

the apert*ures between t.he gun and alpha-magnet. In part.icular, there is a 2mm 

radius apert,ure constrict.ion at the exit of the gun, designed to isolat,e the gun 

vacuum from the GTL vacuum. This is observed to be a significant source of 

radiation[81], suggesting bhat, contrary to expectations, significant beam power 

is lost, here. Simulations predict that, only about, 10% of the beam power should 

be int.ercepted by this aperture. 

2. Spa.ce-charge effects in the gun or GTL might alter the momentum spect.rum 

sufficiently to falsify the beam-power-loss predictions. I do not, believe t,his is 

the explanat8ion, as the effect’ of space-charge on t$he posit.ion of the momentum 

peak is slight. 

-- 
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. . P peak (met) 
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Figure 5.20: Spectral Peak as a Function of Corrected EP2, for Constant Filament, 
Power and Constant, RF Power Series 
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3. Dark-current, electrons or secondary electrons created by elect.rons hit.ting the 

cavity walls could be absorbing RF power, witChout. contributing t#o Qhe beam[82]. 

There is evidence that. secondaries (or dark-current, electrons) are present, in 

significant. quantities, in that shape of the initial part. of the reflected power pulse 

is seen to be very unst,able when t’here is no beam. This suggests that’ elect*rons 

are being emitted sporadically in sufficient quantities t,o load the cavit,y, though 

no observable beam reaches GTl. This sporadic emission appears to stabilize 

(i.e., become cont,inuous) when t.he cat,hode is heated by the filament, suggest.ing 

that’ t.he addition of a primary beam brings about. continuous emission of t.hese 

useless electrons. 

4. The estimation of Kf does not include losses in t.he side-coupling ca.vit,y, though 

clearly there must be some in actsual operation if net power is to flow from the 

second on-axis cell t.o t,he first. This issue remains to be invest,igat,ed. 
. . 

5. Miscalibration of the reflected power diode could cause over-estimation of t,he 

amount. of Yeft-over” power, and hence over-estimation ‘of the amount, of power 

t*hat must have gone into the beam. I have made several t,est,s of the calibrations 

of the forward and reflect, power diodes: 

(a) The combined diodes, loads, attenuat,ors, and cabling for the t,wo RF sig- 

nals are ident,ical t,o within 5%. 

(b) Simult,aneously sampled forward and reflected power waveforms as a func- 

Con of t,he RF drive show that. t.he dependence of the reflectsed power on t.he 

forward power is fairly linear, except, at. low power, where the secondary 

problem just mentioned has a serious effect, on the reflect.ed power and also 

where the forward RF power waveform began t,o change shape (a property 

of the particular klystron being used). Figure 5.21 shows t,he pulse-average 

forward power and various paramet.ers of the reflected power pulse (pulse 

average, power level at the second peak, power level at equilibrium), as 

a function of the average forward power. Also shown is t,he peak forward 

power as a funct.ion of the pulse-average forward power,.which provides a 

t.est’ of t,he accuracy of the experiment, and the effect of distortion of t*he 
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Figure 5.21: RF Calibrat,ion Test Results (See Text, for Explanations) 
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Figure 5.22: Normalized Forward and Reflect,ed RF Power Waveforms for High and 
Low Forward Power 
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forward power pulse. For perfectly linearized detectors (and ignoring the 

other effects just mentioned), the data points should be scatt.ered about, t,he 

fit, lines. The average reflected power appears quite linear in the average 

forward power, as does the peak forward power. The equilibrium reflect.ed 

power appears to deviat,e at, higher power levels, and to show some non- 

statistical wobble about the best.-fit. line; this is not surprising, since the 

shape of the reflect.ed power pulse changes considerably over the range of 

forward power used. Normalized forward and reflectled power waveforms 

for the highest and lowest, power waveforms are shown in Figure 5.22. 

One sees that. the “emitbed” power (at the second peak in the reflect,ed 

power pulse) seems to deviate from linearit,y seriously in t,he lower ranges. 

This could explain the some of the discrepancies seen above, in that. the 

value of P, used in equat,ion (5.35) is quit,e small when the gun is heavily 

beam loaded, as was the case in the second of the two series of measure- 

‘ment#s. I have not at.tempted t,o correct for t.his effect, as recalibration of 

t.he fortiard and reflectSed power detection circuitry, starting with the direc- 

tional couplers in t,he waveguide, would have required partial disassembly 

of t.he waveguide leading to t,he gun. It, is clear that this is not’ the only 

problem, since it would not. explain the discrepancies for the first. series of 

measurements. 
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5.4 Emittance 

The emittance, like the bunch len@h, is one of the most, important parameters of 

t.he gun beam, for it helps to determine the bright.ness of the beam and hence its 

suitabilit.y for applications, such as FELs, requiring high brightness. In this section, 

I discuss the measurements I did of the emittance of the RF gun beam, and compare 

these with expectations based on simulations. Ideally, one would like to measure the 

emittance as a function of beam current, and moment,um over the ent.ire range of gun 

operation. Unfortunat,ely, this did not, prove possible, and emittance data is only 

available for a rat,her limibed range of gun operating condit,ions. The reasons for this 

will become clear as I proceed. It, is necessary first, 60 discuss the principle of t,he 

measurements. 

A number of met.hods are used for measuring emittance; a review of some of the 

commonly-used methods appears in one of the referencesjll]. The method I employed 

made use of existing hardware, and involved the variation of a quadrupole upstream of 

a beam-profile measuring device, in this case a phosphorescent, screen. By measuring 

the beam-size at. the screen as a function of the quadrupole st,rength, one can deduce 

t,he RMS geometric emittance, defined by equations (5.42) and (5.43) below. (Not,e 

that when I use the word “emit,tance” in this section, I mean the RMS ge0metri.c 

emit.tance, unless otherwise statsed.) 

5.4.1 Principle of the Emittance Measurements 

The theory of t.he method as it, is usually developed (see, for example, [83]) assumes a 

mono-energet.ic beam described by the so-called C-mat,rix[84], which for the x-plane 

is 

(5.42) 

(Oft.en, 6he beam is assumed to be gaussian, and hence complet,ely charact,erized by 

the C-mat,rix, but. this assumption is unnecessary, as discussed in subsection 5.4.6.) 

The RMS geomet,ric emitstance in derms of the C-matrix is simply 

vdaz=J~, (5.43) 
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where I have used the fact, that Cl2 = &I. 

An arbitrary S-mat,rix, Z a, is transformed by a beamline with a transport, matrix 

r according to: 

Cl = r&JrT, (5.44) 

where Zr is the C-matrix at, the end of the beamline and where rT is the transpose 

of r. The spatial beam sigma at. the end of the beamline-e.g., at a phosphorescent, 

screen-is given by 

U=\/iEL-. (5.45) 

Clearly, u is a function of t.he original C-matrix, Za, and the mat,rix r, that’ is, of the 

initial beam phase-space and t,he properties of the beam-transport, syst.em bet,ween 

points 0 and 1. 

In t.he experiment,, one varies a beamline element’-e.g., the strengt,h of a quadru- 

pole-thus obtaining a series of n matrices ri. Corresponding to each of these matrices 
. . 
is a spat.ial sigma, ui, at. t,he end of the beamline. By explicitly writing out, equations 

(5.44) and (5.45): one can express the results of the whole series as 

or 

M = TxS. 

From this, one obtains a solution for the elements of the C-matrix: 

S = (TTT)-lTTM 

(5.47) 

(5.48) 

from which t,he emit,tance is obtained by (see equat,ion (5.43)) 

E=dKGTj (5.49) 

Not.e t,hat, this procedure gives not only the emittance, but. also the beam-correlations. 



. 
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5.4.2 Inclusion of Experimental Errors 

For experimental data, the 0; are known within some uncertaimy Aai. In t.his case, 

one can use a weight.ed least’-squares fit[85, 611 inst*ead of the equal-weights fit. given 

by equat’ion (5.48), obtaining 

S = (TTC-lT)-lTTC-lM, (5.50) 

where C is t,he covariance mat,rix of the experimentally measured quantities, defined 

by 

Cij = 6ijAaiAgjT (5.51) 

wit,h Jij being the Kronecker delta-function, and where I use A t.o indicat.e t.he 

uncertainties to avoid confusing multiple uses of the lett,er 6. The uncertainties in 

t.he elements of S (i.e., in t.he C-matrix derived from the fit.) are found by comput’ing 

.t,he covariance mat’rix of the fit. parameters: 

K = UTCU, (5.52) 

where U is defined as 

U = (TTC+)-lTTC-l. (5.53) 

The uncert,ainties in the elements of S are relat,ed t,o t,he diagonal elements of K, by 

AS, = 4Kii (5.54) 

The uncertaint,y in Qhe emittance is t.hen given by propagation of errors through 

equat,ion (5.49), which, when expressed in terms of t.he C-matrix yields 

AC = (2)2K33+ (~)2K,,+ (32K22+ 

&+3 + 2 %2X22 
+K12 + 2262 K12. de 

(5.55) 

Not.e t,hat. I have used the off-diagonal terms of the covariance matrix in an attempt, 

t.o obtain bet.ter accuracy. As I will discuss below, this sort of error analysis gives 

dubious results and I have used a Monte-Carlo method[61] inst.ead for my final results. 
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5.4.3 Thin Lens Treatment 

It. is inst,ructive to write equation (5.48) out, for the case of a thin lens quadrupole 

followed by a drift, space of length L. In this case, the dransport mat.rix is given by 

(5.56) 

where l/r; is the focal length of the quadrupole. The beam-size at, the end of t.he 

drift, space as a function of the quadrupole focal-length is (from one line of equat’ion 

ww 

u2 = (1 - K.L)2Cr,rr + 2L( 1 - KL)C1,12 + L2C1,22. (5.57) 

As pointed out’ by Ross, et. aZ.,[86], this can be written in a more transparent’ form 

as 

. . 
L2e2 

u2 = U,2LZ(K - K,)2 + - 
u,’ ’ 

(5.58) 

where co is the beam-size at, the entrance to the quadrupole and where 

&,12L + Cl,11 
K m= 

%llL 
(5.59) 

is the value of K that. gives the minimum spot,-size at. the screen. 

Since crO is presumably unknown, one must’ find both the second derivative and 

the minimum of u2 as a function of K in order to find the emit,tance. If one rewrites 

equat.ion (5.58) as 

u2 = D2(~ - &J2 + a;, (5.60) 

where 

(5.61) 

then the emittance is given by 
FIX-D e=- 

L2 * 
(5.62) 

One can appreciat,e from this equation that. in order to det.ermine the emittance it 

is import,ant’ t,o probe the minimum of the beam-size versus K, in order t#o get. a,, 

and t,hat it. is also important, t.o vary K over a sufficiently wide range to get, a reliable 

value for D. For noiseless dataa, the emit,tance can be reliably extract.ed even without, 
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probing t.he minimum. This shouldn’t. be surprising, since for ideal dat,a one only 

needs three dat.a points for any three different, values of quadrupole strength in order 

to completSely constrain t.he fit. For real (i.e., noisy) data, however, it. is important, t.o 

both probe the minimum beam-size and the “wings” where t,he beam-size becomes 

quite large. 

5.4.4 Emittance Measurement Lattice and Procedure 

The design of measurement, systems to minimize the error in the emittance deter- 

mination is discussed in t,he lit,erat%ure[86, 11, 871. In order to minimize the effect. 

of t,he finite resolut,ion of the imaging system, one wants a large distance bet’ween 

t,he quadrupole being varied and a small beam-size at. the quadrupole[86]. For a 

fixed emit.tance, this yields a larger value of urn relative to the fixed resolution of 

the imaging system. However, since the placement, of the quadrupoles and phosphor 

screen was dictat.ed by the requirement,s of the GTL as an operational-as opposed 

to experimental-syst,em, these considerations are largely academic for the present 

work. 

The emit.tance measurements for t,he RF gun made use of quadrupoles Q4 and 

Q5 and the chopper-screen. The alpha-magnet. scraper was used t’o det,ermine the 

moment,um spect.rum of t,he beam and to filt.er the momentum of the beam allowed 

t.o reach the screen. In this way, measurements could be made as a function of 

moment.um spread, for comparison wit.h t,he simulat,ion results of Chapt#er 2. 

The opt,ics up t,o the alpha-magnet, was designed so as to produce a reasonably 

small beam spot on the chopper-screen, even with Q4 and Q5 off. Ql, Q2, and Q3 were 

set, at. 98.9 rne2, -90.4 rne2, and 63.1 mW2, respectively. These are considerably weaker 

quadrupole strengt.hs t.han t.hose for t.he running lat,tices Wed in the earlier sect,ion 

of this chapter. The alpha-magnet. st.rength was set so as t,o produce q1 = 14.431cm. 

For the horizontal emittance measurements, Q4 was varied while keeping Q5 off. 

Following t.his, Q4 was degaussed and set. to (nominally) K1 = 90mm2, and Q5 was 

varied. Ideally, the data from the variation of Q4 would have been used to obtain cx 

while that from t.he variation of Q5 would have been used to obt.ain Ed. Unfort,unately, 

sat,urat*ion problems invalidat,ed the QS dat,a, as will be seen below. 
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For each quadrupole set,ting, the LeCroy 9450 oscilloscope was used to digit’ize a 

full screen sweep from the camera-i.e., a full two-dimensional intensidy map of the 

beam-and the resultant waveform was transferred to the PC and st,ored there. Be- 

cause of the large number of dat,a points (-SOK) in each waveform, on-line processing 

of the data was neither possible nor would it have been efficient. Rather, dat,a was col- 

lected and stored for lat,er analysis on SSRL’s VAX 8810. Figure 5.23 shows a section 

of a raw video scan taken in the course of one of the emittance measurements. The 

envelope of ahis signal is essent,ially the vertical beam profile, while the “sub-scans” 

(separat.ed by regions where t.he signal falls to < 0.05 V) are horizontal slices through 

the beam at successive vert,ical positions. This data has a clear baseline variation 

that’ largely repeats through successive horizontal scans. 

5.4.5 Analysis of Digitized Beam-Spot Images 
. . 

To analyse the large amount, of data that, came from even a single emittance measure- 

ment, it, was desirable t,o have a comput,er program that* would process the raw video 

scans and reconstruct, the t,wo-dimensional beam-profile. I have employed several 

stages in t,he processing of such scans, as illust#rat#ed in Figure 5.23, and as imple- 

ment,ed in t.he program hvscan: 

1. Organization-The beginning and end of each horizontal sub-scan was locat,ed, 

and t,he data organized int,o a two-dimensional int,ensity map (or “pixel map”). 

2. Baseline subt.raction-The first. horizont,al sub-scan of every comp1et.e scan was 

used as t,he baseline for all subsequent, horizontal sub-scans. (Even with no beam 

impinging on the screen, the signal from the camera was seen to vary over each 

horizonbal sweep, rather than becoming t,he flat, signal that’ one would expect 

in an ideal circumstance.) This involves assuming that t,his sub-scan is free 

of any beam-relat.ed signal, which is invariably t,rue for the data I have taken. 

Since the height. of the baselines for the sub-scans were seen to be vary slowly 

from sub-scan to sub-scan, the baseline scan was scaled by a smoot,hly-varying 

funct,ion of the scan number before subt,raction. 

-- 
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In hindsight, a bett,er procedure would probably have been to shore a complete 

screen scan taken with no beam, and to subtract’ it in its entiret,y from all the 

other complete scans. This would have eliminated concerns about, the variation 

of t.he baseline from sub-scan to sub-scan, assuming that, the baseline scans were 

taken often enough t,o track variations in the camera performance with time. 

3. Pedestal suppression-Baseline subtraction is sufficient, to take out. the varia- 

tion of the baseline across each horizontal sub-scan, and to bring the resultant’ 

baseline wit.hin a few mV of zero (compared t.o several hundred mV for a t,yp- 

ical beam-related signal). It was found, however, that’ sometimes t,here would 

be a clear pedest,al, or voltage offset,, remaining aft,er the baseline subtract,ion. 

Hence, after baseline subt.raction, hvscan can be directed to find the pedestal 

of each sub-scan. It then smooths these pedestals as a funct,ion of scan number 

(in order to prevent noise from causing abrupt, variations), before subtract,ing 
_. 

the pedestals. In most, cases, pedest(al adjustment is unnecessary (the effect. of 

pedestal adjust,menb cannot, even be seen in t,he Figure), amounting t,o a few 

mV compared to a signal of several hundred mV. 

4. Masking-the data was masked by a window of user-specified dimensions, to 

eliminate known non-beam-related features appearing on the images (e.g., re- 

flecdions from the screen holder). For most. of the scans, 10% of t,he dat,a from 

around t.he edges of each scan was masked out. More drast.ic masking was also 

necessary for some scans in order to eliminate obviously spurious signals, such 

might. be caused by RFI. Cont.our graphs of the int.ensit,y dist,ribut’ions where 

used to verify that the signals being masked out were indeed spurious (i.e., 

obviously not part. of the beam). 

5. Noise suppression-A sequence of noise-suppression stages was employed: 

(a) After subtraction of the baseline and pedestal, any pixel values below zero 

were assumed to be noise, and were set, t.o zero. 

(b) Any non-zero pixel surrounded with zero pixels above and below, or t.o 

t,he left, and right, was assumed to be noise, and set to zero. This proved 
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invaluable in eliminating spurious peaks due t,o RFI, though it’ may have 

slightly truncat,ed the edges of some beam images. 

(c) The peak pixel was found, which aft,er the previous stages is almost. guar- 

anteed to be located in the image of the beam (i.e., to be unrelat,ed to noise 

or baselines). The program then zeroed all pixels that were not, connected 

to this pixel by a path going t,hrough other non-zero pixels. 

6. Analysis-various analyses are available on t,he resuhant, pixel map: 

(4 

(b) 
_. 

(4 

(d) 

(4 

( f 1 

Fractional-widt,hs, RMS-widths, int,ensities, and centroids can be cornput,- 

ed for any vertical or horizontal slice through the pixel map. The various 

width measures are described below. 

The vertical and horizontal slices going through the peak of the pixel map 

can be written to disk. 

The pixel map can be collapsed vertically into a single horizont.al scan, 

which can be wribten ho disk and analyzed for width, int,ensit#y, and cen- 

troid. 

The pixel map can be collapsed horizontally int,o a single vert,ical scan, 

which can be written to disk and analyzed for widt.h, int.ensit.y, and cen- 

troid. 

Diagnostic out,put, on t,he baseline and pedestal subtract,ion is available. 

Data for making contour plots can be prepared. 

An alternative to the somewhat intuition-based noise-suppression technique used 

here would be to use digital filtering. Unfort.unat.ely, digital filtering is inapplicable 

because the number of samples per sub-scan is t,oo smalI, meaning that the noise 

frequencies are not, sufficiently above the signal frequencies to allow suppression of 

noise without, obvious corruption of the signal. The danger of the noise suppression 

t,echnique used here is that it may eliminate valid information around the edges of the 

beam image. However, there is no indicat,ion that. this is a problem in the dat,a I have 

analysed; examination of t,he result,ant, beam profiles show no indicat,ion of significant, 

t.runcation of the act,ual beam image. 
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5.4.6 Measures of the Beam Size 

The use of “collapsed” vertical and horizontal scans proved particularly valuable 

in improving the smoot,hness of the variation of the beam width with quadrupole 

strength. The use of slices t.hrough the beam peak is somewhat, problematical in 

that. the location of the peak is in some cases poorly defined and also susceptible t,o 

noise. Two measures of beam-width are computed by hvscan: the &34.13% half- 

widt,h (hereafter the “134% half-width”) about, the median and the weighted RMS 

deviation from t,he median. 

The &34% beam-width, which I call w, is identical to d for a gaussian beam, but. 

is well-behaved and easy to compute for a non-gaussian beam. It is also much less 

noise-sensitive than the weighted RMS deviation, and hence, initially at least., looked 

promising as a “robust.” beam-size measure. w for a scan V(t.), whet.her a collapsed 

scan or a slice, was determined by first. normalizing the area under the scan, such 

‘that - 

(5.63) 

where t.=O is the start, of the scan and t.=T the end. The median, T,, was then 

found, defined by 

J 
TUl 

0 
V(t)dt. = I. (5.64) 

The &f fractional width, AT(f) = T, - T1, is compuded using 

J 
TIJ 

V(t.)dt’ = f (5.65) 
Till 

and 

J lrn V(t,)dt, = f. 
Tl 

(5.66) 

where f=0.3413. The interval from t = T1 t.o t, = T, contains 34% of the intensiby, 

as does the interval from t, = T, t.o t. = T,. If V(t) where a gaussian function of t., 

t,hen w = AT/2 would be equal to the sigma of the gaussian. 

The RMS-deviation, represented by 7, is also equal to u for a gaussian beam, but’ 

not is necessarily equal bo the best,-fit, (T that one might, obtain by fitt,ing a gaussian 

tjo an arbitrary distribution. T for any scan V(t.) is given by 

7= T V(t,)(t - T,& (5.67) 
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where, as above, V(t) is normalized t,o unit, area. 

The reader may wonder why I did not. fit. gaussians directly to t.he data. The 

reason is that, the beam profiles are frequently so non-gaussian that, t.his procedure 

would make little sense. Examples of beam profiles will be shown below. 

Simuladions of this method of measuring the emittance show t,hat. both w and r 

provide reasonable beam-size measures for use in place of u in equat,ion (5.48), even 

for very non-gaussian beams. Indeed, use of r allows exact. recovery of the RMS emit,- 

t#ance even for non-gaussian beams. This should perhaps not’ be surprising, since the 

t,heory upon which the method is based deals explicitly wit,h the transformation of t,he 

second moments of the particle distribution and since the RMS emittance depends 

only on the second moments of the particle distribution. The development’ of the 

C-matrix formalism in no way assumes that. t.he beam being described has a gaussian 

phase-space dist,ribution[68]. The use of w, on the other hand, leads to errors for 

-non-gaussian- beams, as might have been ant,icipat,ed. w is, however, at,tract,ive for 

experimental work in that, it, is less susceptible t,o errors introduced by noisy “wings”. 

Simulations wit.h the lat,tice used for the experimental measurements shows that use 

of w bends to over-estimat,e the emitt.ance. Since elegant calculat.es r and w, it is 

possible to make direct, comparisons of actual measurement,s and simulat,ed measure- 

ments using the t,wo beam-size measures, and I shall report, on such comparisons 

below. 

5.4.7 Imaging and Phosphor Resolution 

The resolution of the imaging syst,em[88] used to acquire the screen images will effect, 

how accurately the emit.tance can be measured, primarily by affecting the ability 

to determine t.he minimum beam-size. (See the discussion above related t*o equa- 

t,ion (5.62).) The resolution depends on a number of fact,ors: t,he resolut.ion of t.he 

screen material (i.e., how large a emitt.ing area would be activat.ed by a zero-emittance 

electron beam), t.he resolution of t,he camera tube (i.e., how many pixels), t.he mag- 

nificat,ion, and the contributions of diffraction in t.he camera lens. 

As a st*ep toward determining the resolution, I used a back-lit slit. of variable gap 

(act,ually the gap of a set of precision calipers), and measured t.he FWHM of t#he 

-- 
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Figure 5.24: Resolution Test, for Horizontal Imaging 
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digitized video signal as a funct,ion of the slit. spacing. The results for the horizontal 

scan are shown in Figure 5.24, from which one sees that. t.he resolut,ion (the FWHM 

4T measurement, for a hypot.hetical zero-width slit.) is by extrapolation about. 0.15 

/.Ls. This corresponds to a half-width resolution of 0.075 ps. 

The corresponding experiment, for the vertical scan is dubious, since the TV signal 

is broken into a sequence of horizontal scans, wit,h each frame containing 240 such 

scans. The spacing between these scans is 64 ys, so that the resolution is clearly 

worse than this; the smallest, vertical full widdh t,hat, can be measured is 64 ,u, which 

I will take t.o be t,he vertical resolution. The corresponding half-width resolution is 

32 ps. 

For t,he beam measurements, as just, discussed, I have used the parameters w and 

7 to characterize the measured beam size. It. is necessary that. t.he resolution mea- 

surements be cast in an equivalent, form, for comparison wit,h in and 7 measurement,s 

-for t.he beam. 

The imaging resolut’ions above were given as half-width at. half-max (HWHM) 

values. At t.he resolut,ion limit,, the video trace has a t.riangular shape, corresponding 

to the “lighting” of one pixel with the adjacent’ pixels being off: 

(5.68) 

where t#he area 

is defined by 

is normalized t,o 1. The HW’HM is, of course, simply T/2, while LL’A 

from which WA 

0.3413 = 
I 

wA V&)dt., 
0 

z 0.87*HWHM. The RMS t. value for VA(t.) is simply 

(5.69) 

I 
T 

7: = -T V(t)t,*dt, (5.70) 

from which I obtain 7~ z 0.82*HWHM. These are close enough to allow simplifica- 

tion of the analysis by t,aking tin = rA z 0.85*HWHM. 

Using the resolut,ions given above, 

Wx,imaging = Tx,imaging = 0.85 *0.0'75/~~ z .O~~,LLS 

and 

Wy,imaging = 7y,imaging = 0.85 - 0.032ms z .02ims. (5.72) 

(5.71) 
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For the magnification used in the experiment,s, these time resolutions in t,erms of 

correspond to spaCal imaging resolutions of 58 pm horizontally and 55 ,um vertically. 

The fact, that these nearly agree is purely coincidental, but I shall take advantage of 

the coincidence and use 57 pm as the value for both planes. 

In the simplest analysis, these resolut,ions add in quadrature to the actual beam 

width and the phosphor screen contributions, to produce 

w 2 = 
meas wLm + witnaging + W&sphor (5.73) 

= WLm + WLJ~ (574) 

and similarly for 7 in this and all subsequent, equations. Rewriting this, one sees that. 

(5.75) 

Thus, the act.ual beam width can be deduced from the measurement,s, with the 
. . 
uncertaint,y being 

7 (5.76) 

from which one sees that, this procedure is highly uncertain unless wkeas > w:~,,~, 

i.e., unless the use of equation (5.75) is a small correct$ion. If this is the case, one sees 

that, ~LQ,,,, z 4wmeas. Estimation of 4wmeas is discussed below. 

The screen material used for t.he measurements I will analyse here (see below), 

is rat.her grainy and is report.ed to have a resolution of 50-100 pm[89]. (My own 

examination of the material with a microscope reveals pitting on the scale of 100-200 

,um. If this is taken bo define the “pixel” size, then the half-width resolution would be 

50-100 pm, which is consistent wit.h the published figure.) Adding this in quadrat,ure 

wit,h the imaging resolut.ion gives wzCSol = 75-115pm. In order to simplify the analysis, 

it. is convenient, to use t,he average (95pm) of these two limits in what, follows. 

The minimum measured horizontal beam sizes are about 400 pm, whereas t,he 

minimum measured vertical beam sizes are about, 220 pm. The use of equation (5.75) 

is t,hus acceptable for t,he horizontal and vertical planes. 
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5.4.8 Choice of Screen Material and Experimental Limita- 

tions 

An additional source of uncertainty in the emittance measurements st.ems from the 

sat,uration and linearit.y of response of the screen material. Two different. screen 

materials were installed for t.he chopper-screen. The first. was Gd202S : Tb, which 

is the material chosen by SLAC for the SLC[SO]. This material proved insufficiently 

robust. for the beam int#ensities used in daily operation of the gun. As a result, the 

screen was damaged, making emit.tance measurements wit,h it difficult. (one had to 

try to steer the beam to an undamaged part of the screen, and keep it there while 

varying Q4 and Q5). 

More recently, a more robust. screen was inst,alled, made of “SLAC chromat,e” 

(AlzOs(Cr), material 4 in [90]). This mat,erial is grainy compared to Gd202S : Tb, 

but, has good light out,put, and (judging from t,he limit.ed data present,ed in [90] and 

t,he stat,ement,s made in [89]) linear response (i.e., the amount, of light is proportional 

to 6he number of electrons). No experiments where done t,o specifically check t.he 

linearity (an oversight.). 

In an att(empt, to ensure that’ neither the phosphor nor the camera was sat,urat.ing, 

I focused t,he electron beam t,o a very small spot, and not,ed t,he signal level from the 

camera. I then decreased t.he beam int#ensit,y, noting when I had reached a beam 

indensity where t.he int,ensit.y of the video signal was indeed changing as the beam 

int*ensity decreased. I t.hen maint.ained the beam int,ensit.y at a sufficiently low level t,o 

stay below about. half of this signal level. As will be seen below, t’his precaut,ion proved 

insufficient,, and there is clear evidence of sat,uration in some of the measurements. 

Another limitation on the emittance measurements was due to the thick substrate 

of t,he chromate screen, which result.ed in unaccept,able heat.ing of t.he screen and 

outgassing at beam current’s (into the screen) greater than 100 mA. In a test,, the 

vacuum increase for 300 mA was sufficient to cause an alarming increase in the GTL 

vacuum pressure, and an unaccept,able increase in the gun vacuum pressure. As a 

result, no measurement.s could be made of the effect, of beam current, on emit.tance. 

The experiments reported on below were done for about 270 mA out, of the gun, wit,h 

bhe current out of t,he alpha-magnet, further limited by the scraper. In ret,rospect, 

-- 
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data, could have been taken for a larger range of gun currents for a sufficiently a small 

moment.um spread. At the time, I was more int.erest.ed in the emittance for large 

fractions of the beam, such as were int,ended t,o be used in act,ual operation. 

5.4.9 Overview of the Experiments 

Having used hvscan to process the scans for any set, of measurements, t.he result,ant. 

beam-widths as a funct,ion of quadrupole st.rength were bhen available for calculation 

of the emit,tance. I wrot#e the program emitmeas to do this analysis, with elegant 

being used to calculat,e t,he matrices as a function of quadrupole st,rength. In addit,ion, 

emitmeas and elegant can be used to do simulated emittance measureme&, wit.h 

various t.ypes of initial beam phase-space distributions (e.g., gaussian, uniform, or 

rf gun- or MASK-generated). 

The experiments I shall report, on here are by far the most. complet,e set of results 

‘i have to dat,e and give simultaneous horizontal and vertical emittance data as a 

function of moment,um spread allowed through the alpha-magnet. Constant’ beam and 

RF conditions were maintained for t.he entire series, with E&,2 z 75MV/m (estimat.ed 

from the momentum peak of the beam) and J z 5A/cm2 (est,imated from EP2, t,he 

current, at, GTl, and simulations of beam-losses in the t.ransport, line). The beam 

current’ int,o t,he alpha-magnet was 230 mA. The momenbum peak was 5.026 i 0.048 

m,c (t,his value is t,he average over t,he all spect,rum measurements taken, one for each 

set, of emit,t,ance scans). 

As in previous chapt,ers, I shall characterize the momentum spread in terms of t,he 

parameter f, defined as 
l-f 

P Pmaxl$f) min = (5.77) 

where pmin is t.he minimum momentum allowed to pass through the alpha-magnet’ 

by the scraper, and pmax is the maximum moment,um in the beam. f is essential the 

fractional half-momentum spread of the beam for which the emittance is measured. 

A total of eight, emit,tance measurements were performed, four involving variation of 

Q4 and four involving variation of Q5. f was varied from about, 0.08 to 0.03. 

Unfort,unat.ely, t,he data involving variation of Q5 were seriously affect.ed by cam- 

era sat.uration, as Figure 5.25 shows. The intensities plot,ted here are t.he signals 
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int,egrat.ed over t,he pixel maps, and should be constant, for a syst,em wit’h no sat.u- 

ration, since the beam current, exit.ing the alpha-magnet’ was held constant. (Nobe 

t,hat the intensit,y does not, decrease monotonically with f, since the camera apert,ure 

was opened as f was decreased in order to get, a bett.er signal-to-noise ratio.) The 

dips in int,ensity in Figure 5.25 coincide with the minimum spot,-sizes in the vertical 

plane, and clearly imply the presence of some saturation effect. While I will not take 

space to show the data, graphs of the horizontal and vertical beam-sizes versus the 

strength of Q5 give no indication that, sat,urat,ion is t,aking place, presumably because 

the saturation is a smooth phenomenon. Because of the dramatic saturation problem 

apparent, for this dat,a, I will not make further use of it. 

Figure 5.26 shows intensit,y data for the measurements involving variat,ion of Q4. 

The minimum horizonA beam-sizes occur around 70m-*, while t.he minimum ver- 

tical beam-sizes occur around 20m -*. In some cases, there is apparently syst,emat,ic 

.va,riation of the int.ensit,y, though the effect. is mild compared to the previous Figure. 

Since the detailed nature of the saturation is not’ understood, I will simply use the 

dat,a for Q4 “as is”. 

Since there is a great deal of data involved in these measurements, I will confine 

myself t,o present,ing only a sample. In particular, Figure 5.27 shows a series of x-y 

cont,our graphs of beam-int,ensity. Similarly, Figures 5.28 and 5.29 show collapsed 

x and y beam int,ensit,y distributions corresponding the the cont’our graphs. One 

sees from these Figures t,hat the int,ensit,y dist,ributions are not. well described by a 

gaussian, which is why I did not. fit, gaussians to the data in order to deduce t,he 

beam-size, as discussed above. One can also see how the increasing strength of the 

horizontally-focusing quadrupole first focuses t.hen over-focuses the beam horizontally, 

and how the beam is defocused vertically. Note also that the beam is not. symmetric 

in x; this assymet,ry is genuine, and was clearly visible in the TV images during the 

experiments. It is a result, of second-order x-y coupling by the alpha-magnet, and is 

qualitatively reproduced in simulat,ions. 

The axes in these graphs were converted to dist.ances from time intervals using 

4x(mm) = (0.91 f O.O2)4T,(~s) and 4y( mm) = (2.05 f O.O3)4T,(ms). The cali- 

bra.tions were obtained from notming the positions on bhe TV scans of known features 

on the screen. Not,e that. t,he errors in t,he calibrations of spatial size in t.erms of 
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Figure 5.28: Collapsed Horizontal Beam-Intensit,y Profiles for Several Q4 Settings, 
from Experiment,s with f=0.08. 
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time-interval imply errors in t.he measured beam-sizes and hence errors in the emit- 

tance derived from these. However, one cannot. equate the fractional error in t,he 

calibrations with the (supposedly) normally-dist.ribut,ed fractional uncertainty of t,he 

measured beam-sizes, since the calibration error is systematic and implies no fluct,u- 

at.ion of the measured beam-sizes about. the fit. 

The effect, of calibration errors on the emittance can be est,imated using the thin- 

lens solut,ion given in equat.ion (5.62). Aa,/ a, is equal t,o the fractional uncertaint’y 

in t.he calibration. Similarly, AD/D is equal to the fractional uncertaint.y in the 

calibrat’ion, since D2 + u2. Hence, t,he fract,ional uncertaint.y in the emitt#ance is fi 

t.imes the fract.ional uncerbaint.y in t.he calibration. This amounts to about 3% for 

the horizontal plane and 2% for the vertical, which is insignificant compared to t,he 

effects of statistical errors in the beam-size measurements. 

s-5.4.10 Estimation of Uncertainties 

Knowledge of the normally-distributed errors in the measured beam-sizes can come 

only from statist,ical informat,ion gleaned from act.ual beam-size measurements. In 

addition, it, is reasonable to assume that bhe resolution with which the beam-size can 

be measured is a lower limit, on the uncertaint,y in any beam-size measurement. 

In order t,o assess the uncertaint,y in the beam-sizes, I first, fit. the data using 

an assumed uncerdaint,y equal to the resolution (i.e., 95 pm), in order t,o provide a 

covariance mat.rix for the weighted fit. This is important, in obtaining good fits t,o 

the data near t.he minima, since the unweighted fit’ t.ends to fit the larger beam-sizes 

disproportionat.ely well. To see why, note that, 

A(u”) = 2aiAai. (5.78) 

The equal-weight.s fit’ t,o a2 assumes that A($) is the same for all points, which is 

equivalent to assuming larger uncertainties for the smaller ui. Hence, an equal weights 

fit. should be expecbed t.o fit the smaller beam-sizes poorly, as is observed. 

Having done the initial fit, I calculat$ed the rms-deviation from bhe fit., defined by 

r= 
J 

j+Jj f(Ui - U1)27 

1=1 

(5.79) 

-- 
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where gi represents the value returned by the fit., and where N - 3 is used because 

there are 3 parameders in the fit, reducing the number of degrees of freedom. I then 

used the greader of r and the resolution as the act,ual uncertainty in the CT~, and refit 

the data. 

The errors in the C-mat,rix and the emittance can calculat,ed using equations 

(5.54) and (5.56). As mentioned above, problems arose in doing t,his. In particular, 

the uncertainties in t.he y-plane emittance were very large, even though the fits were 

good, in t.he sense of having small deviations of t,he data points from t,he fit. The 

problem is relat,ed to the fact t,hat the y-plane C-matrix is such that, C3sC44 z Et,, 

so t,hat small errors in the C-matrix can translat,e into large errors in the emit.tance. 

(This is not t,rue for the x-plane, where Cy, is small compared to &1X:22.) However, 

I am convinced that’ the error-propagat,ion is inadequat,e and greatly over-estimat.es 

the- actual effect. In equation (5.56), I included the effect of off-diagonal t.erms in 

-t,he covariance matrix for the C-mat’rix, even though most’ analyses do not, use these 

terms[85]. I found that the off-diagonal terms made large differences in the comput,ed 

uncertaint’ies, which is highly unusual. 

To dia.gnose this further, I made use of a feature of emitmeas which allows the 

addition of normally-distributed random deviat,es t,o the beam-size dat,a prior to fit.- 

ting. In part’icular, I used emitmeas to add ensembles of normally-distributed random 

deviat.es to data that’ was known to be perfect.ly fit. by equation (5.46) and to comput,e 

the C-mat’rix and emibtance for each “t,weeked” dat.a set. (I used 500 error ensembles 

with 4-u gaussian distribut,ions.) StPat,istics where kept to permit, computation of the 

average C-mat.rix, the rms deviation of t.he C-mat.rix elements from their averages, 

the average emit,tance, and the rms deviat,ion of the emittance from the average. If 

the first,-order error-propagation is adequat,e, then the average C-matrix t,ogether with 

t,he rms deviation of the elements of t.he C-matrix should, when used in equations 

(5.49) and (5.56), reproduce the emittance and its rms deviation as computjed directly 

from the results for each ensemble. 

For the x-plane data, the two methods agreed very well on the emit,tance itself, 

and wit,hin 20% on the uncert#ainty. For t,he y-plane data, however, the uncertaint,y 

in the emittance as comput,ed via error propagation was wildly different from t,hat. 

comput,ed dire&y from the emittance for the ensembles. Differences of several orders 
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of magnitude were frequent,ly obtained, even though t.he emit.tances themselves agreed 

to 10%. 

Additional skepticism about, the error-propagation when applied to t.he y-plane 

data comes from observing t,he effects of eliminating points from t,he fits. If the 

calculat,ed emit,tance is in fact. highly uncertain, then elimination of poorly-fit points 

should reduce the uncertaint,y and also change the emittance. Neit,her of these effects 

was observed. In one case, half of the data was eliminat,ed wit’h libtle change either 

in the calculat,ed emit.tance or the uncert.ainty computed via error propagation. 

I believe t,hat, the reason for this failure in the error propagation is the fact, that, 

t,he elements of the C-mat#rix are not. independent, being physically const,rained by 

t,he emittance to have a cert*ain relat,ionship. Hence, in the Mont,e-Carlo error analysis 

(t,o be described presently), the addition of errors causes all of the C-matrix elements 

to change in a constrained way, keeping the emittance approximat,ely unchanged. In 

.the error-propagation analysis, however, the elements of the C-matrix are assumed to 

be independent., which causes over-estimat,ion of the effect of an error in one element, 

of the C-matrix by ignoring necessary correlated errors in the other elements. .mrhile I 

have not, at,tempted higher-order error-analysis or pursued this problem beyond what, 

is stat,ed here, it, is clear that, the Mont.e-Carlo method is the more reliable method, 

since it. is, in effect, accurat,e to all orders. 

Based on these conclusions, t.he analysis proceeded by first, doing the initial fit 

and computing the rms deviabion, r, as described above. To apply t.he Monte-Carlo 

met.hod for the error analysis, I then computed the emit.tance and its uncertaint,y 

from st,atistics for 100 sets of 4-u normally-distributed errors added to the w or r 

dat,a values, wit.h the sigma of the normal distribution being given by the larger of r 

and the resolution. This procedure is performed aut,omatically by emitmeas. 

5.4.11 Experimental Results 

Figures 5.30 and 5.31 show t.he horizontal and vertical beam-sizes as a function of 

the st,rengt,h of Q4, for f = 0.08. Also shown are the fits to the dat,a, as computed 

by emitmeas (with no errors’added t,o t.he data). The data for the horizont.al plane 

is quit,e well mat,ched by the fits, wit.h the results for the collapsed scans being t,he 

-- 
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Figure 5.30: Horizontal Beam-Size versus Q4 Strength, for f = 0.08 . (Points are 
experimental dat.a, lines are fits.) 
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smoothest. The different, beam-size measures, w and 7, appear to agree reasonably 

well for t.he horizontal plane. Similar observations hold for the vertical plane, although 

the data appears bo be noiser because the range of variation of the beam-size is smaller. 

The vertical r data is considerably noisier t,han the vertical w data, a pattern which 

holds in general (though not, for the data in Figure 5.30). 

The reader may wonder why t.he vertical beam size should decrease as the strength 

of the horizontally focusing quadrupole is increased. The reason is that, the beam is 

vertically converging when it, exits the alpha-magnet. With Q4 turned off, there is a 

beam-waist, in the vertical plane before the beam reaches t,he screen. As the strength 

of Q4 is increased, t,he vertical defocusing causes t,he vertical waist. to move toward 

the screen, resulting in smaller beam-sizes at t,he screen. 

Figures 5.32 and 5.33 show the measured emittance as a function of bhe momentum 

spread, f. For each of t,he x and y planes, there is a set. of four graphs. Each Figure 

shows the emittance as deduced from w and r beam-sizes for the central slice through 

the beam and for t,he collapsed scan. One sees t,hat there is good general agreement 

bet,ween the emittances as deduced from the four different’ measures, wit’h a clear 

trend toward smaller emittances at. smaller momentum spreads. (In some cases, only 

three data points appear, because the beam-size data was t,oo noisy to fit.) 

5.4.12 Comparison of Experiments and Simulations 

The mat,hematical basis for the emit,tance measurements, given in equat,ions (5.42) 

through (5.50), assumes a mono-energetic beam. Until now, I have not, dealt. with the 

question of the validit,y of the method in t,he presence of significant. momentum spread 

in the beam. At issue here is the effect, of chromat.ic aberrations in the quadrupole 

that, is varied. 

The MASK data I shall use for all simulat,ions in the remainder of t,his section 

is for Ep2 = 75MV/m and J = 10A/cm2, which is close bo the experimental condi- 

tions of Ep2 z 75MV/m (determined from the position of the momentum peak) and 

J RZ 5A/cm2. Since the emittance is a weak function of J at, low current densities (see 

Chapter 2), the difference between 5 and 10 A/cm2 is negligible. 

As a preliminary illustration of the importance of chromat,ic aberrat,ions in the 
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experiments, Figure 5.34 shows an elegant simulation of t,he RMS geometric emit,- 

t,ance in the x and y planes as a function of position along the beamline, where I 

have used the same optics as was used for the measurements (with Q4 set, at. 90 mm2). 

The momenta of the simulation particles was pre-filt,ered in order t.o show the effect. 

only of those particles that, would acdually exit, the alpha-magnet,, for f = 0.08 . In 

addition, the data point, at. t,he center of the alpha-magnet, is not shown, since the x 

emittance at this point is greatly inflated due t-o the dispersion. As discussed earlier 

in this chapt,er, one sees t.hat chromatic aberrat,ions have a dramatic effect on the 

emittance as t#he beam travels along t’he beamline. 

Next., I show t,he effect. of that’ variatsion of Q4 has on the emitt,ance at. the chopper 

screen (again, this is for f = 0.08). Specifically, Figure 5.35 shows the emittance for 

horizont,al and vert.ical planes as a function of Q4, with Q5 set t,o zero, and in addition 

shows the emit,tance for Q4 set. to 90 mV2 while Q5 varies. The emittances in these 

graphs are computed directly from the coordinates of the simulation particles aft,er 

tracking t,hrough the beamline with elegant. Since the emittance is not constant. as 

t.he quadrupoles are varied, it, is a valid question whet.her obtaining the emittance by 

measuring t’he beam-size as a function of quadrupole st.rengt,h is applicable. 

To answer this question, I have run elegant for a series of alpha-magnet slit. 

positions corresponding t,o those used in the experiment. elegant tracked simulat.ed 

elect,ron bunches for a series of values of Q4 (or Q5), dumping the transport. matrix 

and the collapsed beam-sizes (bot,h w and r) to disk for subsequent. analysis with 

emitmeas. 

Figure 5.36 shows the predictsed variation of horizontal beam-size w as a funct,ion of 

Q4 for f = 0.08, along with the experimental data t.o which the simulat,ions correspond. 

(These beam-sizes are for the collapsed scans.) One sees that, in general t.he simulation 

and experiment. agree very poorly, wit,h substantial agreement occurring only for w, 

versus Q4. 

The differences are particularly dramatic for the vertical plane. In the experi- 

ments’, the vertical beam-size went, though a clear minimum as Q4 was varied. In the 

simulation, however, t,he beam-size does not. go through a minimum in either case. 

This may well be relat,ed t,o t,he uncertaint,y in t.he alpha-magnet. opt,ics for the ver- 

tical plane. As discussed in Chapt’er 3, t.he effect, of field errors in t,he alpha-magnet’ 
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Figure 5.36: Beam-Size as a Function of Q4 Strength, from MASK/elegant simulat.ions 
with f = 0.08 
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is much great.er for the opt.ics in the vertical plane dhan for the horizontal plane, and 

hence the correspondence between simulation and experiment, may be expect,ed t.o be 

worse for the vertical plane dhan for the horizontal plane. More work is needed to 

ascertain whether the known field errors in the alpha-magnet are sufficient. t.o account, 

for the observed discrepancy. 

This does not. mean, however, that’ the emit,tance measurements for either plane 

are invalid, since the emittance measurement, depends only on the mat.rix from t,he 

beginning of the first varied element, t,o the point, of observation. Assuming t&hat. 

the errors in the alpha-magnet are only significant, for the first.-order matrix (an 

assumption I have not, proved), the emittance would be unchanged, t,hough t’he C- 

mat,rix would be alt,ered. This would change the variation of beam-size wit,h either Q4 

as well, without, changing the emittance that would be deduced from t,haQ variation. 

Figures 5.37 and 5.38 show the emit,tance measurements for the collapsed scans 

-(previously shown in Figures 5.32 through 5.33) along wit,h simulat.ion results obtained 

from elegant, rfgun, and MASK. As in t$he earlier Figures, the boxes represent, 

the experiment,al measurements. The solid lines are the emittance as inferred from 

simulated measurements, using rf gun-generated initial particle distributions tracked 

by elegant, then analysed by emitmeas. (On some of t.he graphs, the solid line 

is missing because the beam-size did not, go through a minimum, and the fitting 

failed.) The dott.ed lines are the upper and lower limit, of the emit.tance in these 

simulations, indicating the variation of the emittance due to changing chromatic 

aberrations. Similarly, the dashed lines are t,he upper and lower limit, of the emittance 

when MASK-generat*ed initial particle distributions were used. 

From Figure 5.3’7, one sees that, use of u as a beam-size measure is problematic, 

despit,e the appeal of the measure because of its robust,ness. I now refer specifically to 

simulation results, and the discrepancy bedween the emittance deduced from w and 

upper and lower bounds on t,he RMS emittance computed by explicit, averaging over 

the coordinates of t,he simulation particles. By contrast,, in Figure 5.38 one sees that 

the emittance deduced from the RMS beam-size is generally quite close to the range 

through which the emit.tance, act,ually varies in the simulation. 

One would expect, that as t,he moment,um fraction was decreased, the inferred 
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emit,tance would approach t.he boundaries set. by the variation of the explicit,ly com- 

puted emit,tance. From the Figures, one sees that. this is not always true, even when 7 

is used as the beam-size measure. The reason is that,, even for comparatively low mo- 

ment,um spreads (as low as 12.3% in the simulations), there is still some dependence 

of the emit,tance on quadrupole strength. This is apparently sufficient. to “throw off” 

the fits and make the emit,tance appear t.o be something different. from what, it, act,u- 

ally is. I am confident, that, these results are not spurious, since emitmeas has been 

tested thoroughly using zero-momentum-spread simulation beams; in tests, the emit- 

tance for such a beam proved recoverable to the very high accuracy (limited by t,he 

fact. that. the dat,a delivered t,o emitmeas was only good to single-precision accuracy). 

Not,e that. the effect,s of moment,um spread on the the emittance measurements are 

quit*e unlike t,he effects of noise, in bhab the lat.ter do not. cause syst,ematic variations. 

-5.4.13 Possible Sources of Discrepancies 

While there is some agreement. bet,ween the simulat,ions and the experimental result,s, 

the measurements on average give emittances that. are 50% higher than the simula- 

Cons predict. Possible sources of error in the emit.tance results stem from possible 

uncert,ainty in the position of the quadrupoles and in t,he calibration of t.he quad- 

rupole strengt,h (as a funct,ion of driving current,). Simulations wit,h elegant of the 

effect, of errors in quadrupole strengths and positions show t.hat, these are relatively 

minor issues: 

1. Motion of Q4 by i 5 mm produces less hhan & 5 % variation in the inferred 

emittance for either plane. 

2. Motion of Q5 by f 5 mm produces less than f 10 % variation in the inferred 

emittance for either plane. 

3. & 10 % strength errors in Q4 produces less t.han i 10 % variation in the inferred 

emittance for either plane. 

4. f 10 % st,rength errors in Q5 produces less t,han 2~ 13 % variation in the 

inferred emit,tance for t,he x plane, and less than i 8% variation for the inferred 

emit#tance for the y plane. 
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The effects of such errors are less than indicat,ed by these results, since the posi- 

tions are known t,o within a few mm and since the strength caIibrat.ion is good t,o at. 

least. i5%. (Recall, however, that the quadrupole calibration was adjusbed by 8% as 

a result, of beam-optics tests, as discussed in a previous section of this chapter.) 

In Chapter 2, I discussed the strong effect, that, non-linear fields in t,he gun have 

on the beam emittance. It. is possible that if the cathode is not’ properly positioned, 

t,he character of these fields could be changed, thus leading to discrepancies between 

simulation and experiment. In particular, the non-linear fields would be expected t.o 

increase rapidly as the cathode is pulled back int,o t,he ceramic annulus. This issue 

requires further investigat.ion. 

Another possible explanat,ion for the discrepancies, and one that, I consider likely, 

is the excitat.ion of ot,her st.ruct,ure modes in t.he gun, leading to beat,ing of the fields in 

the cells. Such beatsing (occurring at, 50 MHz) has been observed in act,uaI operat,ion. 

In addit.ion, the beam-sizes for the measurements are from averages over hundreds of 

bunches, so that the variat.ion in current, and bunch momentum during the RF pulse 

will effect. the measured beam-sizes. That. is, t.he phosphor responds to all electrons 

t.hat, rea.ch it, and during any RF pulse t.his includes electrons from bunches emitted 

over several hundred nano-seconds (just how long depends on bhe experimental con- 

ditions, in particular the set,ting of the alpha-scraper). Both of these effect.s would 

increase the measured emittance t,hrough variation of the beam moment.um (which 

would lead t,o different focusing in the quadrupoles and alpha-magnet) and through 

variation of t,he RF focusing in the gun. I have not, at.tempt.ed to quantify these 

effects. 

While the experiments disagree wit.h t.he simulations, “bott*om-line” is that the 

emitt,ance, in the presence of chromatic aberrations and ot.her errors, has been found 

to be less than 12 T . mm . mrad in the horizont,al plane, and less than 3.5 n - mm - mrad 

for the vertical plane. Depending on the momentum filt,ration employed, substantial- 

ly smaller emittances can be obt.ained. The geometric mean of these upper bounds is 

about. 6.5~ - mm - mrad, corresponding to a normalized emit,tance of 32 x - m,c . pm. 
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5.5 Bunch Length Measurement 

In Chapter 4, I discussed t.he principle of magnet,ic compression, and made predict’ions 

of how effect.ive the compression was expect,ed to be. In particular, I predict,ed t.hat. 

bunch lengths of order 1 ps should be possible, with corresponding peak currents 

of several hundred amperes, depending on the current, drawn from the gun. The 

SSRL preinject,or c0nsist.s of the GTL (described in an earlier section), followed by 

three SLAC-type linear accelerat,or sections and the linac-tso-boost.er (LTB) transport’ 

line. The LTB features several bending magnets, the first, of which (Bl) is followed 

by an insertsable phosphor screen (“t.he Bl screen”), allowing measurement, of t’he 

moment.um spread at. t,he end of the linac with resolution as good as 0.02 %, depending 

on t.he adjust,ment of the quadrupoles bet,ween linac sections 1 and 2. (This resolution 

was determined empirically from the minimum beam-size achieved at, the Bl screen.) 

_- For the amount. of RF power (2.6 MW) t,hat# was available for the gun as of this 

writing, the current reaching GTl is limited to about’ 800 mA, with the moment,um 

peak occurring at’ about, 4 m,c. This corresponds to Ep2 = GOMV/m and hence an 

effective cathode area of about. 5 mm2, from which I infer bhat’ the current’ densit,y is 

about’ 20 A/cm 2. Comparison with results of Chapter 4 would lead one to conclude 

t*hat, peak currents of about, 200 A should be possible. However, t,he results of Chapt,er 

4 were for E,,z = 75MV/m, which results in a higher-momentum beam (pped > 5) 

that. is easier to compress t,han the lower momentum beams obtained when t.he gun 

is heavily beam-loaded. 

Rout,ine operation of the SSRL preinjector involves operating the gun at’ full RF 

power and with GTl current’s of 600-800 mA. About, 2/3 of this current is allowed out 

of the alpha-magnet,, and the full moment,um spread at, t,he end of the linac is typically 

less than 0.2 %. The momentsum of the beam at the end of the linac is t,ypically 

200 m,c, giving 4P 5 0.4m,c. This suggests t,hat t.he bunch compression is working 

quit,e well, even for the init.ially low momentum beam from the fully beam-loaded 

gun. Ignoring the cont.ribut,ion of init,iaI momentum spread and assuming p = 1 for 

the init.ial beam, I estimabe the bunch lengt,h as 7 ps. This clearly over-estimat,es 

the bunch lengt.h, since it’ is known that. the beam has significant, initial momentum 

spread. I have not. at,t.empt.ed to perform detailed simulations t.o investigat,e this 
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part,icular case further. 

5.5.1 Principle of Bunch-Length Measurements 

In order to get’ experimental verification of the bunch compression, I have made some 

bunch length measurement.s by employing the third accelerator sect,ion phased so that’ 

the center of the bunch receives no acceleration. Since the beam reaching t.he third 

sectSion is already highly relat,ivistic (z 150m,c), one can approximate the effect’ of 

the third section by 

AP = ApssinM, (5.80) 

where Ap3 is the momentum change that. would be impart,ed to a relativistic eleckon 

passing through section 3 at. the accelerating crest., and Sp is the moment’um change 

impart,ed to a particle at phase 4 (relative to the null). (This is very similar to the 

.equat,ions of -the first sect.ion of Chapt.er 4 for acceleration of an already relativistic 

particle, except, t,hat in Chapter 4, I referenced t,he phase to the RF crest.) 

If t,he phase-length of the bunch is S#, centered about. 4 = 0, then the resultant’ 

momentum spread for an initially mono-energetic beam is 

Sp = 2Apssin(6$/2) (5.81) 

If the beam is not, initially mono-energetic, the analysis is more complicat.ed, and 

may depend on the detailed initial phase-space distribution of the bunch. However, if 

moment,um spread impart’ed to the beam is large compared to the initial moment,um 

spread, such effects can be ignored. By measuring Sp as a function of Aps, one can 

verify that the initial momentum spread is (or is not) inconsequential by verifying 

that’ Sp depends (or does not depend) linearly on Aps. 

Because of this issue, for t*he experiments I have done and will report on here, I 

first, phased sections 1 and 2 to obtain the minimum final momentum spread before 

varying Ap3. As seen in Chapter 4, this does not achieve the minimum bunch lengt.h, 

though it, will produce a very short bunch. The bunch 1engt.h also depends strongly 

on the alpha-magnet, gradient,, and hence it is necessary to select, a gradient, that. is 

makhed to the anticipated gun longit,udinal phase-space. 
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It, is convenient, to rewrite equation (5.81) in t,erms of fraction momenbum spread 

by dividing by the cent,ral momentum, pO: 

6P ,,AP~ 
-sin( 6$/a). 

PO=- PO 
(5.82) 

Aps is varied, of course, by varying the RF power level in section 3. This is quantified 

(see Chapter 4) as 

Ap3 = 20.4Vm, (5.83) 

where Ps is the RF power t,o sect,ion 3. 

5.5.2 Practical Considerations 

While the principle of t,he measurement is simple, it.s execution is less so on t,he SSRL 

preinjector, due to a number of fact,ors: 

-- 1. At, the-time of t,his writing, dhere are st,ill problems with pulse-to-pulse jitt.er 

in the RF power level, which can cause the beam on the Bl screen t,o jit,ter by 

more than the width produced by the momentum spread. This problem was 

circumvended by using t,he LeCroy 9450 oscilloscope to grab frames from t,he 

TV camera, each of which contains t,he image produced by a single beam pulse. 

2. There is no way to debermine the RF phase of the individual sect,ions, or to 

ensure t.hat, the phases are held const,ant, during the experiment,. Long-t,erm 

drifts in t,he modulator HV can cause drift,s in t.he individual RF power out,put, 

levels and phases of the individual klystrons. The only solution to this at’ present 

is to do each measurement, as quickly as possible. 

3. The RF phases are referenced t.o t.he phase of the second section, as discussed 

earlier in t,his chapt,er. Hence, optimization for the best, alpha-magnet, gradient’ 

to compress a given beam from the gun would involve rephasing the RF for t,he 

gun and sections 1 and 3, which can be very time-consuming. Ideally, a single 

control would be available to simult,aneously vary the RF of all three sect,ions 

relative t,o the gun. (The reason t,here must, be any RF re-phasing at. all is 

t,hat’ changing t.he alpha-magnet, gradient’ varies the path-length, and hence the 

t*ime-of-flight, bet,ween t,he gun and linac.) 
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4. The phase-shift.er for section 3 has a significant, phase-dependent insertion loss, 

so that’ phasing t,he section to t,he phase null can be difficult. To verify t(hat, 

the section is phased at the null, one must vary the power into the secdion and 

verify that, t.he central beam momentum is unchanged. If the section is not, at’ 

a null, the phase must, be varied until the null is found. Unfort.unately, upon 

changing the phase, the insertion loss changes, which can cause the beam t.o 

jump in moment.um, requiring the experimenter to vary Bl in order t,o find the 

beam again. In addition, the phase shift,er shows significant, hyst,eresis, further 

complicating the optimization. 

Time permit.ting, one would vary the gradient, and rephase the accelerat,or sec- 

tions, and measure the bunch-lengt’h as a function of gradient. There was insufficient’ 

experimental time to do this (t,he experiments took place during the commissioning of 

t,he 3 Gev Booster, which required dedicat,ed operation of t,he linac for injection int.o 

‘t’he booster): The results I will report on here thus do not, represent’ the optimized 

compression of the bunch, but. only the best. that’ I achieved in the few experiments 

that were conducted. 

5.5.3 Experimental Results 

Figure 5.39 shows the experimental data for the most optimum conditions achieved. 

Plot.ted here is the fractional momentaurn spread versus Aps/p,, where ps is again 

the maximum available moment.um gain from section 3, as deduced from RF power 

measurement,s. The t,hree set,s of data are for three different, positions of the alpha- 

scraper, so that different, fractions of the beam are let, through for each set, as indicat,ed 

by t,he value of Q print,ed with the dat,a. The Figure also gives the bunch-lengt.hs 

deduced from the data, using the fits shown wit.h the data points. The momentSum 

spreads plott.ed here are FWHM values, which, because of the shape of the momentum 

distribution at the end of the linac, contains more than 90% of the beam. 

The peak-current, defined as 

(5.84) 

is a measure commonly employed for rating the suitabilit,y of a beam to applications 

requiring high-brightness. From the data given in the Figure, one sees that the highest 
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Figure 5.39: Data for Bunch-Length Measurements for Various Momentum Fractions 
Allowed Through the Alpha-Magnet 
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measured peak current is 28 i 3 A. The current. t.o GTl in this case was 395 mA, 

which corresponds to 180 pC per bunch. Hence, in order to obtain this high peak- 

current,, it was necessary to allow only 12% of t.he beam through bhe alpha magnet, 

corresponding to an initial moment,um spread of f3 % (i.e., f = 0.03). 

The peak-currents for the other t,wo data sets are about 10 A, which is a value t,hat, 

was reproduced in several other measurements as well. While these peak-currents, 

even t.he 28 A, are significantly less than t,he predicted optimum performance of 

the syst,em, it, is clear that, too little work has been done t.o dat,e to conclude that’ 

the predictions are inaccurat,e. It. is hoped t.hat others will pursue this work with 

additional experiments. 

5.5.4 Comparison with Simulations 

The peak moment,um of t,he bunch from t,he gun, as measured with the alpha-magnet’ _. 
scraper, was 4.4 m,c, which implies Ep2 z 65MV/m. Beam-loss simulations using 

elegant and a MASK-generateed initial particle dist,ribution predict, 85% transmission 

from the gun to GTl, implying t,hat, t,he current, out. of the gun was 464 mA. Since the 

effect.ive cathode area for E,z = 65MV/m is 4.7 mm2, the current, density is inferred t,o 

be about. 10 A/cm 2. Hence, simulat,ions of the bunch compression for comparison with 

experiment should use MASK-generated data for Ep2 = 65MV/m and J = 10A/cm2. 

In order t.o ascertain how close the experimental results are to what could have 

been achieved, and also t.o see how sensitive the bunch-length is to the alpha-magnet. 

gradient, I have used elegant to c0mput.e the bunch length and other parameters 

at the end of the first section for a series of alpha-magnet, gradients, using the just,- 

mentioned MASK data. Figure 5.40 shows the results for a moment,um fraction of 

0.03. The alpha-magnet gradient for the data shown in Figure 5.39 was 189 G/cm. 

The conclusion is that, the compression is roughly consist,ent with simulations for 

f = 0.03. One sees from the Figure t$had the bunch lengt,h is quite sensit,ive to t.he 

gradient,, and in particular t.hat. a 5% increase in the gradient, from 190 G/cm would 

have decreased the bunch lengt,h by a factor of about. 2. 
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As the reader has no doubt. noticed, I have made extensive use of comput,ers in the 

research reporbed on in this thesis. I wrote much of the soft.ware that I used while 

at, SSRL, and, since it. has not been described in any publications, I am adding t,his 

appendix to acquaint, the reader with some of this soft.ware. Much of it is of very 

general application, and t#his appendix will act. as partial documentation. In the 

course of my descriptions, I will also comment on several issues pertinent to the use 

of computers in physics and to bhe state of t,he programs used by the accelerator 

physics community. 

Part, of my philosophy in doing research is that it, is bet,ter to spend time writ.ing 

a program t.had does a task than t,o do that task manually (using a hand-calculator, 

say), since the program will t.hen be available to immediat.ely solve the problem the 

next time. Though writing the program may take more time than solving the orig- 

inal problem, in the long run one gains in productivit,y t.hrough repeated use of the 

program. Because m-y goal in creating programs is to produce a tool for fut,ure use, I . . 
attempt to make each program solve a much more general form of my particular prob- 

lem. In addition, I try to make the program as convenient and flexible as possible, to 

minimize the need for changes. 

Some physicists have disdain for programming, an at.tit.ude I do not share. Pro- 

gramming is no different, from solving differential equations, both being tools for 

solving problems. It. would be as silly t,o look down on solving differential equations 

as it, is to look down on programming. Computer programs differ from analyt,ic ap- 

proaches in that, they are more easily misused and more easily used by those wit,h 

lit,tle understanding, i.e., t,hey are more easily used or misused by those who don’t. 

underst,and physics. This is not, however, an indict,ment of computer methods, but, 

of those who abuse t.hem. 

One of t*he worst, aspects of many of the programs used by accelerat,or physicists 

today is the user-int.erface. Many programs st,ill require the user to t.ype in rows of 

numbers, oft,en in a rigid format, and still spit out. row aft,er row of numbers in tables 

spanning pages of fan-fold paper. These programs make little use of the computer’s 

abilit,y to talk to the user on his terms and to present. t.he results in a way that. aids 

t,he physicist’s understanding. The user is left, on his own to produce graphical or 

alt,ernative represemations of the results. 
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There are, of course, many programs that’ serve the physicist.‘s needs much more 

satisfactorily. For the most part, these programs make use of a custom-designed 

user interface, so that the data from one program must be “post-processed” (e.g., 

plotted) with the aid of an auxiliary program written just, for the physics program 

in question (or for some small group of programs). Examples of such codes are the 

standard version of MASK (which does all graphics internally and writes all ot,her data 

in a single output, file) and the POISSON group programs (which share a common, 

t.hough incomplete, graphics program TEKPLOT, along with common pre-processors 

and some program-specific post-processors). 

I consider this duplication of effort. to be wast.eful and t,o unnecessarily complicate 

the use of programs. In response to t,his problem, I have creat.ed three standard- 

ized datea formats that are suitable for use in almost all applications. The simplest 

format,-called mpl format, after one of the primary programs that, uses the format.- 

is used by a large group of inter-communicating programs called the mpl Scientific 

Toolkit. The other two formats, bhe dpp and column formats, are self-describing data 

formats that are used to store and manipulate data, selected elements of which can 

then be written to mpl dat,a sets for use wibh the Toolkit. 

Physicists should not disdain to be involved in the design of the user interfaces 

for the programs t,hey will use, for it is the requirements of doing physics t,hat. should 

dictat.e. t,he design of the user interface. A program wit,h an inflexible, inconvenient 

user interface forces the physicist to deal with tedious mat.ters rather than the physics 

of the suituation; writing such a program is bad physics as well as bad computer 

science. I believe that t,he ideas described in this appendix, and the programs that. 

implement them, represent a significant st,ep toward a more universal user int,erface 

for scient,ific programs. 

mpl and awe formats and the principle programs that use them are described in 

more detail in a following sect.ions. For now, I will describe each briefly. mpl format 

is essent*ially a series of (x, y) pairs, wit.h optional uncertainties, and hence is not, 

appropriat,e for storing all t.ypes of data. For a great many applications, however, this 

is not, a serious limit.ation, and the simplicity of the format, makes it a good choice. 

The most, sophisticat.ed format, dpp format, is used for the output from many 

simulation programs. It consist,s of a header that, gives the names and units of the 

-- 
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quantities in the file, t,oget,her with the names and units of “auxiliary quantities”. 

After the header, there follows a series of “tables”, each consisting of values for the 

auxiliary quantities and an arbitrary number of rows of data, with each column of 6he 

table cont.aining values for one of the named quant,ities. (For example, the quantities 

might, be phase-space coordinat,es (x, x’, y, y’), with the auxiliary quantities being the 

time and z coordinate.) A sophist,icated post,-processing program, dpp, is available to 

access and manipulate the data in dpp format files (which are not, human-readable), 

allowing the user to select. the data of int(erest., create new quantities by defining them 

in t.erms of exist,ing quantities, and much more. dpp can creat,e human-readable tables 

and, in its most. common application, mpl data sets for use wit.h the mpl Toolkit,. 

column format. is intermediate bet,ween mpl and dpp formats. Like mpl format, it 

is human-readable, but, like dpp format, it has a self-describing data struct.ure t,hat. 

support#s any number of data elements in a table. The programs column and sheet 

(a spread-sheet, program) are available to manipulate data in column format, and t,o 

creat,e mpl data set.s of selected sub-set.s of t.he data in a column data set. column 

format. has the disadvantage that it’ is cumbersome and inefficient for very large data 

sets, which are best, st,ored in dpp format. 

At t.his time, the programs t,hat, make use of these formats are available only on 

SSRL’s VAX 8810 computer. I anticipat.e making the first, release of the mpl Toolkit., 

dpp, and other of my programs (such as rfgun and elegant) in t,he near future. 
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The mpl Scientific Toolkit. is a group of programs, written in the C programming 

languagejgl], sharing a common data file format. The Toolkit. is a powerful aid to 

a scientist’s use of computers, alleviating much of t,he tedium associated with the 

analysis and interpretation of data. While I developed the Toolkit in the course 

of bhe research report.ed on in this thesis, the programs are of much more general 

applicat,ion. 

Each of t,he programs in the Toolkit. was developed in response to a specific need 

in my research. However, my philosophy in implementing each program was t-o try 

t.o generalize my particular problem, then t,o writ.e a program to deal wit.11 t.his more 

general problem. While this involves more effort, at the outset, I have found t.hat’ it, 

produced great, productivit,y benefits in the long run, since the Toolkit. is now suffi- 

.cient,ly comp1et.e that. a great’ many tasks can be performed using some combinat,ion 

of programs from t,he Toolkit. 

In order 60 enhance the product.ivit,y of t,he Toolkit,, the programs not, only use 

mpl format, (described below) for their input, data, but, t.hey also create new dat.a set,s 

in t,he same format? when it, is at, all meaningful to do so. Hence, one can perform a 

sequence of operations on one’s data, by invoking a sequence of Toolkit, programs. 

.4n alt,ernative t,o the Toolkit’ concept, would be a single, int,egrat.ed program that, 

incorporat,ed all of the functions of t,he individual Toolkit, programs. I believe such a 

sysbem is unwise, in t.hat, it locks t,he user into the capabilities that. are put int#o t.he 

program by the programmer. Wit,h t,he Toolkit, concept,, t.he user can readily writ,e his 

own programs t.o augment, the Toolkit, as needed, without any change in the way he 

uses the member programs. In addition, individual Toolkit programs can be improved 

or replaced, and new Toolkit, programs can be added, wit.hout, alt,ering other part,s of 

t,he Toolkit. or recompiling and redistributing a massive new version of the complede 

code. Finally, t,he user is not, forced to abandon the system command environment,, 

so he is left free to int’erleave Toolkit, program calls wit.h calls to system programs, as 

his needs dictate. 

The user-int,erface for t,he programs is command-line based, rat,her t.han menu- 

based or query-based. That is, with some exceptions among older or more complicat,ed 
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programs, t,he programs in the Toolkit’ are executed by t,yping the program name 

followed by a list. of command-line options. This makes t,he programs more amenable 

to use in bat,ch-files and allows argument substitution through the command language. 

It also cat,ers to the experienced user and his productivit#y, at, the expense of making 

things slight,ly harder on the novice. 

An mpl data set, is an ordinary text. file, such as might, be created using a text, 

edit.or. The lines of the file are read and processed one at, a time, and no line may 

be longer than 1024 charact,ers. The first four lines are descriptive t.ext# (as opposed 

to numeric data). The first line should be the name of the abscissa (or “x” variable), 

while the second line should be the name of t.he ordinat,e (or “y” variable). The third 

and fourth lines will be placed at t.he bot.tom and top of t(he plot, respectively, when 

the dat,a set, is plotted with mpl or dpl. 

The fifth line contains the number of data points in the data set,. It should be 

equal to or larger than the number act.ually in the dat,a set. A warning will appear 

if this number is different from the actual number of points. The program fixcount 

is available to count the point,s for you and put the right number on the fift#h line of 

t,he data file. 

Subsequent, lines each contain one dat.a point,, which consists of t,wo through four 

numbers. The first. two values are x and y, respectively. If there are three values, 

t,he third is int,erpreted as the uncertaint,y (or sigma) for t.he y value. If there are 

four values, the third is interpreted as t,he x uncertaint,y, and the fourt.h as t.he y 

uncert,aint,y. The number of values that, are taken from each line is established by the 

number of values given for t.he first, data point. The data set, ends when the file ends, 

or when the number of points specified has been reached, whichever comes first. 

The format, of the data is very free. Any non-numeric ascii charact.er (i.e,. any 

- character other than a digit, a plus or minus sign, or a period) can be used as a 

separat,or bet,ween data elements on a single line. Spaces and t,abs are preferred, but, 

solely for aesthet,ic reasons. Any line beginning with an exclamat.ion point is treated 

as a comment,, and ignored. 

What, follows are short, descriptions of the programs in the mpl toolkit, at this 

t,ime. A few of these programs are for very specific applications, t,hough most are of 

general application. Some are quit,e simple, a few are downright, t,rivial, while others 
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are very sophisticat,ed. What, really matters is t,hat, t.he are all useful, easy to use, 

and interlinked by the common data format. 

This list. does not, constitute a user’s manual for these programs. Rather, the pro- 

grams are int.ended to be self-documenhing, since each program will respond with help 

informat,ion if it is run improperly. Hence, the user may obtain help for any program 

simply by running the program without, any command-line input. The general form 

of the “usage message” that each program responds with is 

usage: program-name required-argument1 required-argument2 . . . 

[optional-argument-11 [optional,argument-21 . . . 

(choicel.1 1 choicel.2 I . ..) 

(choice2.1 1 choice2.2 I . ..I 

[Coptional,choicel.l I optional-choicel.2 I . ..)I 

[<optional,choice2.1 I optional-choice2.2 I . ..)I . 

In words: required arguments (e.g., hhe name of the input data set) are listed without’ 

delimibers. Optional arguments (usually a program-control “switch”, or an optional 

output filename), are delimited by square brackets. Sets of arguments that’ bhe user 

most choose one and only one of are grouped by curly braces and separated by 

vertical bars. Optional sets of argument,s that, the user may choose one (and only 

one) of are grouped by curly braces inside square brackets. An example of a usage 

message is given below. 

Opt,ions, or “swit.ches”, are of the general form 

-keyword [=valuel [ ,value2. - - 119 

witah several alternative forms recognized (you may use / instead of -, and : or , 

inst#ead of =). Any keyword may be abbreviated when enter on the command line, so 

long as enough characters are supplied to may the keyword uniquely identifiable. If 

the value list,ed in the usage message has single quot.es around it, then the value must. 

be typed literally (i.e., as in -average=rms); you should not, type the single quotes 

yourself in running the program. Such values may, like the keywords, be abbreviat,ed. 

In cont.rasb, a value l.ist,ed in double quotes represent,s a string that may need to 

be enclosed double quot,es (if, for example, it contains spaces, as in -title=’ ‘x vs 
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y’ ‘). Illust,rations of the calling syntax a.ppear below. Not,e that, dpp and the ot,her 

programs described in this appendix employ t,he same command-line int.erface. 

In what, follows, the phrase “data set,” refers t&o data stored in an mpl format, file, 

which consists of a set. of dat,a points (x,-,, yn) with optional uncertainties by, and cX.. 

Unless otherwise stat,ed, each program writes its results as a new data set in a file of 

the user’s choice. 

add: Adds (or subtract,s) t,wo data sets, with error propagation. Normally, the or- 

dinat,es are added assuming that, t,he abscissae mat,ch. Optionally, the abscissa 

can be added. There is also an option to match the abscissae before adding t,he 

ordinat,es, or vice-versa. 

average : Performs averages of either column of dat,a in a set of data sets, creat,ing a 

new da.ta set, with the ordinates given by t,he averages, and t.he abscissae given 

&her by the user or by incrementing a counter. 

column: Ext.racts dat,a from generic tables, such as might be output by any number of 

programs, and creates dat,a sets. Hence, a program that, prints rows of quantities 

in many columns can be interfaced t,o the Toolkit’ via column. (A bett,er wa,y t.o 

accomplish this is t,o modify the program bo writ,e it,s data in eidher mpl or dpp 

format.) Also, column extracts data column-format, files into mpl-format files. 

combine : Combines any number of data sets into a new data set,, sortming the data 

set,s by the first, abscissa value in each set. 

conpair: Performs the discretized convolution of a pair of data set,s. 

conap : Convolves a dataa set, with a square aperture. 

deriv: Takes the derivative of a data set,, using 

F( x,+,) - F(x,-,) 
7 

Xn+m - h-m 
(14 

where x, = (x,+, + x,-,) /2 and where m is specified by the user. St.rict,ly, t,he 

points should be equispaced (if not, use m=l). 
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dpl: Simple plotting program for a single mpl-format data set,. See mpl for a more 

sophisticated program. 

ellipse: Generates an mpl-format, data set, containing (x, y) points on an ellipse, 

given the Twiss paramet.ers and the emitstance. 

filter : Performs digital filt,ering of a, data set, by doing an FFT, applying the filt.er, 

then doing an inverse FFT. Supports low-pass and high-pass filt.ers with linear 

roll-off, as well as Parzen windowing[61] of the data. 

fixcount: Fixes the point count of data sets. f ixcount will atbempt, to simply 

overwrite the existing point, count, if t,he fifth line of the data set has a sufficient 

number of characters to allow this without. over-running onto the next line stored 

in t’he file. E.g., if the fifth line contains “ l<return>’ ) and the act,ual point 

count. is 100, fixcount will have to re-write the entire file t#o make room for 

. . the t,wd zeroes. If, however, the fift,h line had contained ’ ’ 1 <return> ’ ’ , 

fixcount would over-write two of the trailing spaces wihh zeroes. This is not. a 

trivial concern for data sets with thousands of points, and hence it, is a good 

idea to put trailing spaces on the fifth line of each data set,. 

fft : Performs t.he FFT of a data set., producing a new data set wit,h the magni- 

tude vs. the frequency. Also does optional Parzen windowingj611 and provides 

output, of real and imaginary components. Will work in eit.her single or dou- 

ble precision, and will optionally pad or t’runcate your data to achieve 2” data 

points (necessary for the FFT). 

fwhm: Computes the full-width at half-maximum, with optional smoothing. 

gf it : Fits a gaussian to a. data set, finding the sigma, mean, baseline, and height, 

with the option of generating a new data set. containing the fit evaluat.ed at’ a 

series of point,s. 

ggen: Generates a data set. from evaluation of a gaussian at. equispaced points. 

hist : Makes histograms and cumulative distributions of one or more dat,a sets, with 

opt,ionally weighting of the hist,ogrammed variable by the other variable. 
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integ: Comput.es the int’egral of a data set, using the trapizoid rule with error prop- 

agation, creat,ing a new data set. with the integral as a function of the abscissa. 

interp: Does polynomial int,erpolation on a dat,a set,, using whatfever order of poly- 

nomial the user requests, with opt,ions for creating a new data set with inter- 

polat.ed values at, equispaced points and for transforming one variable of a dat’a 

set. via int,erpolat’ion on t,he first. dat,a set. 

lsf : Does error-weighted least’-squares polynomial fits bo any order . Options for 

fit(ting only even or odd polynomials, or for fibting only specified powers. Also 

provides difference dada sets and data sets from evaluation of fitted polynomials. 

mpl: Versat,ile plot,ting program for multiple dat,a sets. Allows zooming, point plot- 

ting, symbol plot,ting, and much more. Supports many common graphic output. 

devices through use of SSRL’s GHOST package. Has Greek and scient,ific char- 

act,er sets, wit,h subscripting, superscripting, and in-line control of charact.er at- 

tribut.es. The following “escape sequences” are recognized in charact,er st,rings 

(t,hese will be illustrat,ed below): 

1. %g, S;r : swit,ch to Greek or Roman characters. 

2. $a, $b, $n: go t,o Above (superscript,), Below (subscript,), or Normal script. 

3. $s, se: Start and End Special (mathemat.ical) symbols. 

4. $i, $d: Increase (x1.5) or Decrease (/1.5) charact8er size. 

5. ri;t, $f: go to Taller or Fatt,er letders (t.hese are inverses of each ot,her). 

6. $u, $v: displace t,ext, vertically Upward or downward (respectively) by 

one-half charact,er-height,. 

7. $h: back-space one-half character width. 

(mpl-format data set,s and these charact,er sequences are also recognized by my 

draw program, which was used to create all but, a few of the graphs in this 

thesis. mpl is actually called as a subrout,ine in draw.) 

mult : Does pair-wise multiplication (or division) of t,he ordinat,es (or abscissae, or 

bot.h) of t,wo data se@ with error propagat,ion. If the data sets are of unequal 

-- 
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lengt.h, the program will optionally try to line up t,he abscissae before multiply- 

ing. 

murg e : Merges t,wo data sets, in the sense of taking the abscissae and ordinat’es of the 

new data set. from the abscissae and ordinates of two other data sets, as specified 

by the user. (The sbrange spelling is to avoid confusion wit,h the VAX/VMS 

MERGE utilit’y.) 

params : Comput.es many paramet,ers of a series of data sets, including positions, 

heights and sharpnesses of peaks, positions and values of minima and maxima, 

averages, and medians. 

peakfind: Finds peaks in a data set., wit,h optional smoothing and a user-defined 

threshold. 

-qsort : Sorts a data set, into ascending (or descending order) by the abscissa, sub- 

sorting by the ordinate, with optional elimination of duplicat,e points. 

rescale : Arguably the most powerful program in the toolkit. Performs very ver- 

satile transformations of a data set, including normalization, centering, scaling 

and offsett,ing, taking the logarithm, and more. Data sets may be sparsed, 

windowed, re-ordered, and the abscissae and ordinat,es may be swapped. Prop- 

agat,ion of errors can be performed if sigmas are given in the data set. rescale 

will also accept, user-defined transformations, specified as equations (this was 

done by incorporat,ing my programming language/calculat40r rpn into rescale, 

just. as it. was incorporat.ed into dpp ). 

rndgen: Generates random-number pairs, with gaussian and uniform distributions 

supported. The random number generat,or uses a random shuffling routine wit.h 

two linear congruential generators[61]. 

smooth: Smooths a data set by mult,i-pass averaging over adjacent, points. 

setlog: Performs set logic on t,wo dat,a sets. For example, setlog will find all t.he 

data p0int.s in one data set. but not, the other, or all the data points in both 
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sets. User-specified t.olerances are accepted t.o det.ermine when two points are 

“the same”. 

stats: Does statistical analyses of a dat,a-set, computing various moments, widths, 

and cumulative distribution paramet,ers. Also gives the minimum, maximum, 

and spread. 

total: Creates a new data set, with 

Yn=cYi 

i=l 

(14 

zerof ind: Finds locat,ions of zeros in a dat,a set, with interpolation bet,ween point’s. 

Next, I present, a simple example session making use of some programs in the mpl 

Toolkit, In particular, t,his is t,he sequence I used to creat.e the data for the comparison 

of linear and non-linear field t,erms in Chapt,er 2. Recall t,hat# I compared E,(z) (the 

on-axis longitudinal field) with 

‘G(z) = 8 R,2 [az’ + k”] F, (l-3) 

where R,2 = 0.3 cm. The st,arting point is a dat,a set containing (zi,E,,i) with z 

in met.ers, as previously extracted from a SUPERFISH-generated out,put, file (which 

could be done using column). Lines preceded by exclamation points are comment,s. 

Lines in italic t,ype are out,put from a program, while those in t,ype-writer type are 

t,yped by the user: 

! The initial data set. is z-ez.sfish. Normalize it, to a peak value of 1 and convert 

- ! the abscissae from cm to m. The names of the data columns are also changed, 

! using a subscript, escape sequence t,o obtain E,,,. Not,e the use of the 

! ampersand as a command-line continuation character: 

$ rescale z-ez.sfish z-ez.out -normalize -x-divisor=100 & 

$ -y-label=“E$bnorm$n” -x-label=“2 cm> ” 

! Find out, how t.o use the deriv program: 

$ deriv 
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usa,ge: deriv inputfile outputfile j-interval=n~um.ber] [-zsigma=value] 

[-y-sigma=value] 

! Take its derivat,ive, using a derivative int,erval of 2 points: 

$ deriv z-ez.out z,dezl.out -interval=2 

! Take the second derivative as well. Abbreviate the command somewhat,: 

$ deriv z-dezl.out z,dez2.out -int=2 

! Comput,e k2E,, where k = 2n/X and X = 0.105m. 

! The y-axis label is changed to “k2E,,,(1/m2)“. 

$ rescale z,ez. out z_k2_ez. out -y-transform=“y k2 *I’ & 

-rpn-expression= "2 pi * 0.105 / sqr sto k2” & 

-y_label=“k$a2$n E$bnorm$ (l/m$a2$n) ” 

! Add diEZ and k2E, 

$ add z-dez2.out z_k2-ez.out sum.out 

! multiply by R,2/8, with abbreviation of command-line options 
. . 
$ rescale sum.out tlnonlin.out -y-t=“y C *‘I & 

-rpn-ex=” . 003 sqr 8 / sto C” & 

-ylabel=“T$bl$n” & 

! An alt,ernative form of this command, that, is quicker 

$ rescale sum.out tlnonlin.out -ymultiplier=l.l25e-6 & 

-y-label=“T$bl$n” 

! Compare E, and Tr by graphing on a VTlOO-series t.erminal (GHOST device 3), 

! using different’ intensities for the two data set,s. 

$ mpl tlnonlin.out,z-ez.out -multipen 

! Repeat,, but expand around the end of cell 1 (z = 0.026 m), with auto-scaling of 

! the vertical extend of t.he plot. 

$ mpl tlnonlin.out,z-ez.out -multipen -scale=0.024,.028,0,0 

Special note to FORTRAN users: VAX FORTRAN (and perhaps ot,her implemen- 

tations as well) uses, by default, the FORTRAN-carriage-control record structure for 

output files. C uses stream files, which by definition have no record struct.ure. The 

VAX C library is supposed to provide translat.ion between the different record formats 

in an invisible way, but. does not do so properly for FORTRAN-carriage-control files. 

Hence, if you wish to generate mpl data sets from FORTRAN programs, you should 

-- 
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open the out,put, file using t,he following syntax: 

open(unit=unit-number, name=filename, status=‘neu’ , 

. carriagecontrol=‘none’, recordtype=‘stream-cr’) 
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I created awe format. from the realization that most. output from scientific programs 

can be organized int,o tables. The columns of a table contain quantities having the 

same name and units, while each row contains quantities that are grouped together. 

For example, the columns might be z, E,,E,, and B+, so that a row would contain 

the lat#ter three quantities as a function of the first. awe format consists of a header 

that, gives the names and units of the columns, plus additional information (names 

and units of “auxiliary quantities”) that. pert.ains 60 all the data in the table. Aft.er 

the t,able-format, is defined for a particular file, any number of tables in that format 

may follow, distinguished by a counter and (optionally) by the values of the auxiliary 

quantities. There are no internal limit,ations on the number of rows, columns, or tables 

that, may be present, in the data file; this is limited only by the memory capacity of 

the machine. _ _. 

The program awe (for Dump Post,-Processor) provides a universal user-interface 

to any program that creates awe-format. output files. By using the unformatted repre- 

sentat,ion of numbers, awe-format. escapes the problem bhat. many programs falI prey 

to, namely, the necessity of having t,o print, fewer and fewer significant, figures as more 

columns are added t,o t,he table, with the at,tendant, problems whenever any numerical 

quantit’y exceeds the allowed format width. In addition, unformat%ted output, is much 

fast,er and more efficient, in terms of daba storage, an important consideration for for 

programs (like MASK and elegant) that. dump very large amounts of data. This 

has the disadvantage that awe-format files are not, human-readable, as common text, 

format out,put is. Hence, among ot.her things, awe provides the user with the means 

Qo create readable, bext files in very flexible ways. awe permits the user to creat,e 

his own text files with tables of just, the data he is interested in. awe also produces 

mpl-format files cont,aining data of the user’s choice; this is t.he most common use of 

awe, since it is by t.his route that, graphical out.put, can be obtained. awe performs a 

variet,y of data manipulat,ions, such as selecting subsets of a data set, calculating new 

quant.ities using user-supplied equat,ions, and t,aking averages, t,o name a few. 

For example, as discussed in Chapter 2, MASK dumps the quant,ities (r, z, & ,&, t,, 7) 

for any macro-electron that crosses certain user-defined z planes. If one wishes to plot, 
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t. vs. y (or any other pair of quantities) the program awe will create an mpl-format’ 

file from MASK’s awe-format. output. This same mpl-format, file can be used to cre- 

ate hist,ograms, graphs, as input. to stat,istical analysis programs, and so forth, using 

programs from the mpl Toolkit. 

awe also allows one to define new quantities that are functions of the quantities 

stored in a awe-format. file. Hence, if one was more interested in t,he phase than the 

time-of-exit, this could be defined in terms of t. New quantities (calculat#ed from 

equat,ions given by t,he user) are on an equal footing with the quantit,ies st.ored in the 

file. Hence, the physicist, does not, need to pore over computer printout.s, calculat.or in 

hand, in order bo put a program’s outsput’ int,o the form he needs, nor is it. necessary 

to writ,e a new program t.o perform this task. awe supports a full range of scientific 

functions (from simple arithmetic operat,ions to int,eger-order Bessel functions and 

complete ellipt,ic integrals), and will also accept. user-defined functions st’ored in a 

function library. - 

I have implemented awe-format out,put, for MASK, rfgun, PARMELA, SUPER- 

FISH, POISSON, elegant, emitmeas, and serrors, among other programs. Using 

awe-format for MASK also allows direct use of MASK output in my tracking code 

elegant and several ot,her codes. Since rfgun and my version of PARMELA (see 

chapder 3) both use awe format as well, it is possible to writ#e post.-processing proce- 

dures and programs that’ work equally well wit.h data from any of these programs. 

The following is t,he usage message print,ed by the current, version (December 1990) 

of awe, using t,he same syntax conventions as was used for t,he mpl programs in t*he 

last sect,ion: 

usage : awe data-file (output-file I outputfile-root) 

[-dumps=dump-numbers, . . . ] [-separate-dumps] [-verbose] 

[-sample-interval=numberl [-average-over-dump [=<rms 1 sum>] 1 

[-log-f ile=f ilenamel E-f ormat=“C-style format string”1 

[-define_quantity=quantity_name,quantity-~it,~rpn-expression~l 

[-filter=quan~to~filter,lo~limit,up~limit,pair~or~seq~n~bers~to~filter~ 

[-sort=quan-to-sort-by,number-to-keep[, “descending”11 

C-rpn-expression= “rpn-expression-to-execute-f irst”1 

[-rpn-defns,file=filename] 
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{ -f irst=quantity-name [=aliasl , . . . 

-second=quantity-name [=aliasl , . . . 

I -sequence [=auxiliary,name [=aliasll 

-quantity=quantity-name [=aliasl , . . . 

I -contour-grid=minl,ml,min2,max2,nl,n2~,fcombine’~ [,‘simple’l 

[-n,contours=numberl -f irst=quantity-name 

-second=quantity,name -quantity=quantity-name 1, . . .I 

I -table=filename,quantity-name[,quantity-name,...l 

I -list-quantities 

3 

Description of non-self-explanatory argumenk: 

l {outputfile I outputfileroot}: The name of an out,put, file to be created, 

. . or a partial output filename from which output, filenames will be constructed. 

l ☯-dumps=dumpnumbers, . . .I [-separate-dumps] [-verbose] : Allows spec- 

ificat,ion of the “dumps” (or tables) from the file that are to be used, whether 

these dumps should be output to separate files, and whet,her informational mes- 

sages will be print,ed for each dump. 

l [-sampleinterval=numberl: Specifies sparsing of the data, so that only every 

number-t,h dat,a point. is used. 

0 -f irst=quantityname [=aliasl -second=quantityname [=aliasl: Specifies 

out,put of pairs of dat,a (bo the first and second columns of mpl-format. files). 

The filename for each pair will be construct,ed from the outputf ileroot and 

the names of t,he quantities (or t,heir aliases, if any). 

0 -sequence [=auxiliaryname [=aliasl I -quantity=quantityname C=aliasl : 

Specifies outSput to mpl-format files of data as a function of an auxiliary variable 

or the dump “time” counter (which is a mandatory auxiliary quantity, and a 

left.-over from the early, days of awe). The filename for each pair will be con- 

struct,ed from the outputfilexoot and the names of the quant,ibies (or t#heir 

aliases, if any). 

-- 
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l -contourgrid=minl,maxl,min2,max2,nl,n2[,’combine’~ [,‘simple’l : 

Specifies that. the user wishes to create data suitable for input to t,he contour 

program for condour plot.ting, computation of path integrals, ebc. The -first 

and -second arguments give the names of the independent, variables (call them 

(xl, x2)) of the cont.our map, wit,h the -quantity arguments giving the names 

of any number of dependent, variables (for separat,e output). The items for use 

with the -contourgrid keyword are t.he extent of the cont,our map in t,he xl 

and x2, and the number of grid points in each dimension. The ‘combine’ and 

‘simple’ options specify the t.ype of data int,erpretation. If ‘combine’ is given, 

t,hen data from all dumps is combined before processing; otherwise, dumps are 

processed separately. If ‘simple’ is given, then the program assumes that, (xl, 

x2) pairs lie on t’he grid specified by the argument,s, which reduces t,he processing 

to simply putting each data point, in array location of the closest grid point, t,o 

any given (xl, x2) pair. If ‘simple’ is not, given, then the program int,erpolate in 

two dimensions to find the value of the dependent variables at. each grid point, 

which is a much more t.ime-consuming process, but, necessary for processing 

data from programs that use irregular meshes (like SUPERFISH). This latt,er 

procedure is not, ent,irely reliable. 

l -table=filename,quantityname [,quantityname.. .I : Specifies creat,ion 

of a text, table in the named file, in column format. (which is human-readable). 

As a simple example of the use of awe, suppose t,hat, one has just, run elegant 

with a variable quadrupole strength in order to do a simulated emittance measure- 

ment, (see Chapt.er 5). The beam-size and quadrupole strengt,h, along with many 

ot,her paramet,ers, are st,ored in the “final paramet,ers” out,put, file, which I will refer 

_ to as emitmeas . f in in the example. I also show bhe use of mpl t,o plot t,he data: 

! Extract, the horizontal RMS beam-size (called “Sx” by elegant) vs the quadrupole 

! strengt,h (called “Q4[Kl]“): 

$ awe emitmeas .f in em -first : “94[Kl] =Kl” -second=“Sx” 

file opened: em-h’l-Sx.out 

! Plot. this data using symbol 28, wit,h points connect,ed by lines: 
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$ mpl emAl_sx.out -plot,code=0,28 -connect 

! Extract, bhe emittance for both planes as a function of Q4 strength. elegant 

! uses “ex” and “ey” for the emittances in the x and y planes, respectively. 

$ awe emitmeas.fin em -first :"Q4[KIl=KI","Q4[KIl" -second=“ex”,“ey” 

file opened: em-Kl,ex. out 

file opened: em-Kl,ey.out 

! Plot, the emittances for bot*h planes, using different symbols: 

$ mpl err&I-ex.out,emkI-ey.out -plot,code=0,28,1,29 -connect 

! Extract, the geomet.ric mean of the emittances vs Q4 strength: 

$ awe emitmeas.fin em -first:"Q4[KI]" -second=eg & 

-define=eg,m-rad,"ex ey * sqrt" 

1 new quantity was defined: 

eg (m-rad): ex ey * sqrt 

file opened: em-Kl-eg.out 

! Plot this along with x and y emit,tances, changing plotter pens between data set.s. 

$ mpl em-KI_e%.out -multi_pen 

! Make a table containing the quadrupole strength, horizontal beta function, and 

! the elements of the horizontal transport matrix, R, along with 1 - det(R): 

$ awe emitmeas.fin & 

-define=odetR," ","I RI1 FL22 * RI2 R2I * - -I( 8t 

-define=betax,m,"Sx 2 pow ex /" & 

-table=horiz.tab,Q4[Kl~,Sx,RII,RI2,R2I,R22,betax,odetR 

2 new quantities were defined: 

odetR 0: 1 Rll R22 * R12 R21 * - - 

betax (m): Sx 2 pow ex / 

The file emitmeas.fin contains 46 quantities as a function of the quadrupole 

strength, including beam-sizes, emittances, transport-matrix elements, and more. I 

leave it to the reader to imagine how unwieldy it would be to have these quantities 

printed to a text, file in the fashion typical of physics programs. With awe, the user 

selects just the dat,a he is int.erest,ed in, and manipulates it into t,he desired form 

with a minimum of effort,. This would be powerful enough as the interface t.o a single 

physics program (elegant, say), but it is all the more powerful in providing a uniform 
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imerface to many different, programs, as well as an interface between. different, physics 

programs (e.g., between MASK and elegant, or elegant and emitmeas). 

Note that, since awe format, is self-describing, upgrades to elegant that result in 

more data being sent to the “final paramet,ers” file (or any other file) will not. change 

the user interface, beyond making more data available to the user via awe. (In fact, 

the final paramet,ers file contains a variable number of quantities, depending on how 

many quantities the user chooses to vary in his elegant simulation.) This applies 

to the interface between programs as well, since a program that. accepts awe-format 

input obt.ains its dat,a by “asking for it” by name. For example, t.he program emitmeas 

(see Chapter 5) finds the data for the R-matrix and beam-sizes by finding quantities 

with t,he appropriat,e names (t.he same names used in the examples above). A set’ of 

subroutines is available for use in any program that needs to utilize data stored in 

awe format. 

I will not, give a-detailed description (i.e., at, t,he byt.e level) of awe format here 

beyond what has been given above, since the format’ is going to undergo modifications 

in the near future to further improve its functionality. The upcoming changes will 

allow further expansions of the format without invalidating data files stored in a 

previous version of t,he format, by the addit$ion of a format version number. This will 

be done before any release of the program is made, to forestall problems with multiple 

versions that, use different formats. Also, the format, will be expanded to include t.ext 

descriptions for each variable, formatspecifiers for each variable (to specify how the 

data should be primed when ascii output. is requestsed), and text descriptions of each 

individual t,able in a file (in addition to the existing text description of the file as a 

whole), in addition to other changes. 

This issue of changing formats should not, be confused wit,h t,he issue of whether 

- awe can accept, dat,a tables other t,han those it, is current working with. There is no 

limitation (except at the hardware level) on the creation of new data tables in the 

existing awe format. Any new application can describe a new data-table in the format, 

awe current.ly’ accepts . The upcoming changes in awe format. refer to improvements 

in the way programs can describe their data to awe or to other programs that, call 

the awe subroutine library to read awe format. files. 
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Errat a 
19 November 1991 

Errata are listed by section num,ber. 

l 3.3.2 

- I’ve used the prime symbol inconsistently in this section. In particular, x’ and y’ are 

slopes relative to the central trajectory, while qf (i=1,2,3) are velocities (normalized to 

PC). 

- In equations 3.64 and 3.75, the fourth entry of the right-hand vector should be 
&* 

- Just before equations 3.66, 3.71, and 3.76, replace the word “slopes” by “velocities”. 

- Equation 3.67 should have a minus sign in front of the square-root sign. 

- In equation 3.70, replace qb by qi/qh. 

0 3.3.3 

- In equation 3.82, the second entry of the right-hand vector should be Q’,/Q’,, and the 

fourth entry should be &i/Q;. 

l 3.5.2 

- In Table -3.5, the following matrix elements should be changed to the values given: 
. . 

U3422 = 7.202 

Us4s2 = -2.728. 1O-3 

u3444 = -1.113 * lo2 

II4322 = 1.282 . 10’ 

U4333 = -4.324. 10-r 

u&2 = -1.439 ’ 1o-3 

u4433 = - 1.445 

U4443 = 8.683. lo1 

u4444 = -3.154 *‘lo2 

- In Table 3.7, the following matrix elements should be changed to the values given: 

u3422 = -6.979 * 10-l 
U3444 = 3.661 . 10-r 

u4311 = -1.491 

U4321 = -6.846 

U&!2 = -6.318 

U4333 = 2.389 - 10-l 

U4411 = 6.622 

U&j21 = 1.452 - 10’ 

u&22 = 6.901 

u4433 = -5.745 * 10-r 

U4443 = -1.683 

U4444 = 2.312 

U4641 = 1.269 
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- In Table 3.9, the following matrix elements should be changed to the values given: 

UIal = 6.914. 1O-4 

U3422 = -1.376 

U3444 = -3.287 . 

U43!1 = -1.021 . 10’ 

U4333 = -3.022 w 
u4411 = -1.434 * lo1 

U4422 = -1.762 
U4431 = -1.087. 1O-3 

U4433 = -1.321 - 10’ 

U4444 = -8.426 

U&31 = -2.404 - 10’ 

u&41 = -2.923 ’ lo* 
u&43 = -1.008 * lO-3 

U&63 = -1.481 * lo1 

U4664 = -1.615 - 10’ 
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